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TIMEOUT: Natalie Portman
sizzles in Closer, find out
who else won in 2004, C2
NEWS: Find alternative
ways to buy textbooks, A3

UNIVERSITY

World rushes to aid
devastated countries

Marching Onward

In weeksfollowing tsunami
disaster, health and
domestic problems abound.
KATHERINE DUPRE
JENNY MASON
Staff Writer
It was the largest earthquake the
world has witnessed since 1964,
but it was not the ground shaking
that has caused widespread death,
disease and sorrow.
On the morning of Dec. 26, BBC
News reported that the 9.0 magnitude, quake sent ripples shooting
across the Indian Ocean at speeds of
up to 500 mph. Within 15 minutes,
waves up to 30 feet high began to
wash over villages and resorts on
islands and nations in the Indian
Ocean.
CNN reported Wednesday that
the Indonesian Health Ministry had
raised its death statistics to 166,320
people, bringing the total for the
entire region to more than 212,000.
When the waves swept victims
and houses away, the survivors were
left with horrific stories and deep
heartaches for their lost loved ones.
Psychology professor Cindy Pury
could only describe that feeling of
loss as "unimaginable." All around

This year, Ciemson celebrated the Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday for the 22nd consecutive year. Students and community members celebrated with speeches, forums
and even a march, pictured above. For full coverage of the holiday and its events,
turn to page A4.

the Indian Ocean, what remained of
the villages was covered with flyers
and pictures of missing parents, children and sometimes entire families.
While much media coverage has
focused primarily on the medical
and economic demands of the situation, Pury draws attention to some of
the mental and emotional distresses
survivors now face.
According to Pury, "survivor's
guilt" is the term given to the
feeling that a person carries after
surviving a tragic event which has
taken the lives of one or more loved
ones. The guilt is not uncommon
in survivors of situations such as
domestic violence, rape, accidents
or natural disaster. The victims,
Pury said, are left wondering "why
they survived when others did not."
They may also torture themselves
with remorse over not being able to
do more to save those around them,
Pury said.
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) is another mental disorder
that frequently follows a period of
distress arising from a major trauma,
such as this natural disaster.
Pury described some common
symptoms that may lead to PTSD.

SEE TSUNAMI, PAGE A6
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Officials dicuss Community begins rebuilding Ridge
use of lakefront
Hartwell property's future remains in
doubt as groups debate purpose of
'living laboratory.'
ASHLEY GALLOWAY
Staff Writer
A town meeting will be held Thursday,
January 27th at the Brooks Center to discuss
issues surrounding the potential development of
three lake front properties around Lake Hartwell
and the city of Ciemson.
A panel of nationally known experts from
the Urban Land Institute (ULI), a nonprofit
research and educational organization of real
estate development and land management professionals were asked to develop a plan which
would best utilize 272 acres of land, including
frontage on Lake Hartwell, across from the
main campus.
"This extension of Ciemson University would
provide the school with a "Living Laboratory"
on Lake Hartwell, a real world model for creative, responsible land use by the university
and its community," said Ciemson News writer
Angela Nixon.
The panel's recommendation was to create
a community on the land that would include
low-impact, low density housing, public lake
access, biking and walking trails and several
small buildings for community use.
Students, faculty and staff across many
disciplines would take part in the design and
development of this land, providing a real-world
research and learning opportunity.
However, there has been some controversy

SEE

LAKE, PAGE A6

Owners ofcomplex destroyed by
fire start rebuilding effort with
groundbreaking ceremony.
JULIE LEDBETTER
Staff Writer

This Fall, students will get back a housing option that was lost last year. University
Ridge condominiums are being rebuilt after
fire destroyed the complex last February.
While construction for the $4 million
project is already underway, the official
groundbreaking for University Ridge took
place last week on Friday, Jan. 14.
The complex, located across from the
Alumni Association and the Visitor's Center
on Daniel Drive, contains 51 individually
owned condos.
Many of the two and three-bedroom condos are leased to students; approximately
150 were living in University Ridge at the
time of the fire.
Ciemson Mayor Larry Abernathy said he
believes University Ridge symbolizes how
well the Ciemson community comes together in times of need. "When University Ridge
burnt down it became symbolic of what the
Ciemson community is about," he said.
Pat Nobles, chairman of the homeowners association building committee, said he
is proud that the homeowners have stuck
together. Of the original 39 homeowners,
38 of them remain at University Ridge.
Louis Manious, president of the homeowners association, said the location is
what makes these condos so appealing to
students. "The location is directly across
the street from campus, and up until this
time, it has been the most convenient location," he said.

Tommy Bowden strengthened his
coaching staff this week with three new
additions. Find out who they are and
how they will help, Bl

Mail

INDEX
SATURDAY:

FRIDAY: Partly Sunny

P.O. Box 1586 Ciemson, SC 29633-1586

"This facility will be built back very
similar size-wise to what it was before;
obviously the outside will have a different
appearance," he said.
He has high hopes for the future of the
facility, which is expected to be finished by
Aug. 9.
"We feel like it is a top notch facility
and hopefully, when we rebuild, it will be
again," Manious said.
Nobles agreed, adding that while there is
a lot of work left to do, he believes the facility will be better than it was before.

GROUNDBREAKING!: Mayor Abernathy and property owners turn soil at the groundbreaking
ceremony for the new University Ridge condominium development.
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Mayor Abernathy agreed, calling the
location a "showcase site."
Safety is a major concern in the rebuilding process. The new condominiums will
be equipped with an advanced sprinkler
system.
The old facility did not contain a sprinkler system because when the building was
originally constructed, city codes did not
require one, Manious said.
Manious said that while the size of the
complex will remain about the same, the
appearance will be updated.
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NationalView
Fallout from Harvard chiefs comments continues

NATIONAL&WORLDNEWS

JANUARY

Lack of sleep linked to
obesity in national studies

Comments last week by Harvard University President JEANNE CHAPIN
Lawrence H. Summers have continued to anger women's lowas State Daily
groups at the university and elsewhere. At an academic
(U-WIRE) - Losing sleep?
conference in Cambridge, Summers suggested that women According to several recent studa correlation has been found
may not have innate abilities in the areas of science and ies,
between being overweight and
math equal to men. Though Summers has apologized for getting fewer hours of sleep at
any negative effects his words may have on his university's night.
Two new studies showed that
ability to attract female scholars — already a sore subject people deprived of sleep had horsince Summers took over at Harvard — he has defended monal imbalances.
Those who slept less had more
his comments as a hypothesis meant to provoke debate and of the hormone ghrelin, which
produces hunger, and less of the
research.

There was a 50 percent risk
of obesity for those who slept
five hours a night, and a 23 percent risk for those who slept six
hours.
"Most people think that if
you're sleeping less, that means
you would actually lose weight
because you have more hours of
activity," said Ruth Litchfield,
assistant professor of food science and human nutrition.
However, people usually eat
more to compensate for sleep
loss, Litchfield said.

hormone leptin,
which produces
a feeling of fullness.
They
also
craved more highcalorie foods than
they did with
adequate sleep.
One study done
at the University
of
Chicago
showed that a
group of men in
their
twenties
who only slept
four hours a night
for two nights
had a 24 percent
increase in appetite.
Another study
done at Stanford
University analyzed the sleep
patterns of more
than 1,000 people. Those who
slept less than eight hours a night
were heavier than those who got
enough sleep.
In
November,
Columbia
University researchers found that
people who slept less than four
hours a night were 73 percent
more likely to be obese than
people who had seven to nine
hours of sleep.

"Your brain doesn't recognize
that your body's full," said Jessica
Steinitz, program manager for the
National Sleep Foundation.
According to the National
Sleep Foundation, more than 37
percent of young adults sleep less
than seven hours a night.
"Eight to nine hours is what
they really need," said Marc

American pleads guilty in oil-for-food scandal
An Iraqi-American man pleaded guilty to charges he illegally
did business with and represented Iraq in connection with
the United Nations' oil-for-food program. Virginia resident
Samir Vincent entered the plea in U.S. district court in New
York. Vincent said he lobbied in the U.S. and U.N. for
reduced economic sanctions on Iraq in return for millions
of cash dollars and a deal with Iraq to buy its oil. An
investigation continues into the oil-for-food program, which
for a decade allowed a heavily sanctioned Iraq to sell oil to
vendors of its choice and use the profits to buy needed food
and supplies. The United States has alleged that Saddam
Hussein was able to exploit the program to collect billions
of dollars in illegal surcharges and kickbacks.

GlobalPerspective
Israel lifts ban on talks with Abbas
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon decided this week to allow
talks with the newly elected Palestinian leader Mahmoud
Abbas, reversing an earlier decision. The Israeli government
had called off talks with the Palestinian leader last week after
the latest suicide attack by a Palestinian militant in the Gaza
Strip. Amid more violence, talks between a senior Israeli army
commander and the Palestinian public security director began
Wednesday. Palestinian militant groups have said they will
continue attacks against Israel despite Abbas' pledge to strive
for peace with Israel. The Israeli government has said it will
continue to retaliate militarily against any attacks.
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Shulman, staff physician for the
Thielen Student Health Center.
"College students tend to vary
their sleep depending on the
day."
Having a sleep routine is
important to getting enough sleep
every night, Shulman said.
"Good sleep habits would
include going to bed at the same
time and waking up at the same
time every day, even on the weekends," he said.
For college students, this isn't
always possible. But without
enough
sleep,
weight gain isn't
the only potential
problem.
Difficulty concentrating, memory problems, irritability and fatigue
are other problems
associated
with
sleep loss.
"Since the body
does not 'learn' to
function on less
sleep, it is important to clear time
for sleep even if
your schedule is
insanely
busy,"
Steinitz said.
"Any
studying or learning
that occurs during the day will
be retained much
better if you get a
good night's sleep
afterwards."
Occasional sleep deprivation
isn't a problem, Litchfield said.
The problem occurs when students are frequently functioning
on little sleep.
This could increase their risk
for weight gain, she said.
"It comes back to just trying to
maintain a healthy lifestyle on a
regular basis," Litchfield said.

Attention students!

Abuse photes emerge in Britain
In a revelation already being referred to as Britain's Abu
Ghraib, UK newspapers began publishing photos Tuesday
of British soldiers allegedly involved in the abuse of Iraqi
civilians. British Prime Minister Tony Blair has denounced
the abuse and said that the abuse shown in the photos is not
representative of the 65,000 British soldiers currently serving
in Iraq. Government officials in England fear that the photos
may cause a backlash in Iraq as the nation approaches its first
democratic elections on Jan. 30. The 22 images released by
a court martial depict apparent sexual and physical abuse
against Iraqis.

NewsBvNumbers

Parking Services has started free shuttle service between the Hendrix Cente
and the Advanced Materials Research Lab (AMRL) at the Research Park.
Monday through Friday the van will make one trip per hour from the
Hendrix Student Center to AMRL at the Research Park and one trip back.
The van will leave the Hendrix Center at 7 a.m. to return to campus at
7:50 a.m. We will repeat this schedule each hour. The last shuttle will be at
6:30 p.m. from AMRL at the Research Park to arrive back to campus at
6:50 p.m.
Shuttle service will be available Monday-Friday from January 12, 2005
through June 30, 2005.

16.7
weight, in pounds, of a baby boy born by caesarean section
to a Brazilian woman this week

1530
deaths of coalition troops in Iraq since March, 2003

212,000
death toll from Dec. 26 earthquake and tsunami in the Indian Ocean

509 million
dollars Martha Stewart's personal share in her company,
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia, has increased since her
conviction last March

Thanks,
Geary Robinson
Director of Parking Services
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Students seek alternative sources for books

(about online purchasing) is that
you may get the wrong book and a
lot of times you can't return it to get
a full refund," Capman said. "The
best you can do is get a buy back at
the end of the semester."
HEATHER DOWELL
Kevin Herrington, manager of
Staff Writer
the University's Campus Bookstore,
added some observations of his
School has started once again, and own.
that means that students are rushing
"I support (students') rights to
to purchase textbooks. Almost every find the better value," he said.
college student has felt the burn of "Here is my caution: be careful
high book prices in the university purchasing books online. After facbookstore. The National Association toring in shipping and handling, it
of College Stores
sometimes isn't
states that since
cheaper
after
1998, the aver- ^_^___
all. Students run
age gross marthe risk of not
getting the right
gin for campus 4 4 Freshman year, the
book, incurring
bookstores
on bookstore offered to buy
an
additional
new textbooks
has been 22.4 my $100 textbook for $5.1 cost to send it
back."
percent. It also got lucky, a friend needed
Marshall
reported that the
the book, so I sold it to her Stein,
a junior
average college
student
spent for $50, and we both saved at
Erskine
College major$838 in the 2003- a ton of money 55
ing in Business
2004 academic
year on books
Accounting,
and supplies.
has had mixed
As a result,
experiences with
TIM SUZMAN
students are turnonline buying.
ing to new, more
"I have gone
Co-Founder Booksoncampus.com
to
half.com
competitively
priced sources to
before,
and
get their books.
while the prices
Web sites such as
are competitive,
campusbooks41ess.com, half.com there is no guarantee that you will
and even amazon.com boast reduced receive the correct book. I actually
ended up receiving the wrong book.
textbook prices for students.
Online services garner mixed So I did the half.com thing, and I
reviews from the managers of was displeased. I did amazon.com
Clemson's two student bookstores, and was more pleased," Stein said.
however. Jill Capman, manager of
Another source for competitive
the Student Bookstore downtown, bookpricesisBooksOnCampus.com.
never bought her books online.
According to a Clemson University
"Things students have disliked press release, three students attend-

High prices in campus
bookstores encourage online
buying.

Game-day condos concern some
residents
Clemson residents recently
voiced concerns about the
Gameday Center condominiumhotel planned for construction in
downtown Clemson. At a public
hearing earlier this month, some
community members were heard
on issues of potential parking and
traffic problems surrounding the
Tiger-themed complex. Others
spoke of the potential benefits
of the commercial development,
which could include increased
revenue for the city and its businesses. A remodeling of the College
Avenue shopping center where The
White Rabbit and Corner Bagel
Shop are located will be necessary
to make way for the five-story complex. Construction on the condos is
set to begin this spring.
Brooks Center concerts
Two high-profile performing
groups are coming to the Brooks
Center for the Performing Arts this
month. The World Famous Count
Basie Orchestra will perform with
Nnenna Freelon, a Grammy-nominated jazz artist. Freelon and the
band will play Basie's swing standards and honor female vocalists
who accompanied the band leader
on stage during his life. The concert will be at 8 p.m. Tuesday. The
Prague Symphony Orchestra will
also perform at Clemson as part of
a world tour. The renowned orchestra, under the direction of Serge
Baudo, will perform works by
Smetana and Dvorak. The concert
will be at 3 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 30.

WEEKLY
BARKERism.

University employee arrested
Over winter break, University
Police arrested university employee
David Lee Ford, 28, of Anderson,
and charged him with larceny.
Police charged Ford with the Jan.
1 theft of a 2004 Yamaha mo-ped
from the Bryan Mall residence area.
An officer observed Ford leaving
Bryan Mall with the mo-ped in the
back of his truck and stopped him
because Ford had not had the moped during a traffic stop earlier in
the night. Ford, a University facilities department employee for three
years, was issued traffic violations
and citations and released on $5,000
personal recognizance bond.
Awards nominations
accepted

ing Brandeis University launched
the site last year.
BooksOnCampus.corn's
web
site states that it is a free, studentrun service that unites buyers and
sellers of used textbooks. Its goal
is to match the consumer with a
seller or buyer on his or her own
campus. Once a match is made, the
students set up a convenient place to
meet on campus, and they complete
the sale. The web site claims that
matching students from the same
campus eliminates shipping costs
and delays.
"Freshman year, the bookstore
offered to buy my $100 textbook for
$5. I got lucky: a friend needed the
book, so I sold it to her for $50, and
we both saved a ton of money," said
Tim Suzman, one of the cofounders
of BooksOnCampus.com. "That's
when Mark, Ted and I (the other two
cofounders) realized we could make
a web site to connect buyers and
sellers, bypassing the bookstore,"
Suzman said.
Suzman added that his site exists
only so that students will save
money when purchasing textbooks.
Just how much money will a student
using this site or another discount
textbook site save on average?
"The
average
book
on
BooksOnCampus.com sells for 48
percent off," Suzman said. "That
means sellers are often selling for
three or four times what they'd get at
the bookstore, and buyers obviously
get huge savings. Publishers pump
out new editions so often primarily
to hurt the used textbook market
and stop people from doing that."
When asked for a reason behind
the high prices at campus bookstores, Suzman explained that that
students are a "captive market,"
which means that publishers can get
away with charging a lot because
students have no choice whether or
not they want to buy a textbook a
class requires.
"A major reason for high prices
on a used textbook is some vendors don't mark it down as much
as we would like them to," added
Capman.

"Some also come in bundles,
which means we could get it used,
but the teacher requires an online
code which you can only get in a
bundle you have to buy the book
new to receive."
Furthermore, said Suzman, the
campus bookstore has a small local
monopoly and isn't regulated by
competition.
Also, publishers claim that new
textbooks are pretty expensive to
make, so they have to charge more
to make up the cost. For used textbooks it's a very different situation;
the cost there is almost entirely the
bookstore's markup and profit.
Herrington defended his campus
bookstore, pointing to restrictions

imposed by the publishers.
"Publishers set the high prices.
A very small portion remains in the
bookstore. Everyone needs to try
to understand that any bookstore
working for a college campus does
not determine the prices for textbooks—publishers do. They also
put out new editions with very few
changes, and the reason for that is to
sell more books. Publishers want to
do away with used texts."
Herrington says he is helpless
when it comes to changing his
prices.
"We (the campus bookstore) are
under contract from the University
to keep our profit margin a set
amount," Herrington said.

Duke Nursin
Make The Con,
TO A NURSING CAREER AT DUKE.

STUDENT
CONFERENCE
SATURDAY, JANUARY 22ND • 8AM - 4PM
SEARLE CENTER
DUKE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

being

Nominations
for
the
Outstanding Women Awards
and the Thea McCrary Student
Award for Outstanding Service
are currently being accepted.
The President's Commission on
the Status of Women gives the
Outstanding Women award annually in faculty, staff, undergraduate
student and graduate categories.
According to the commission's
Web site, criteria for the award
include personal achievement,
service as a role-model within and
without the University and effort
to promote the status of women.
The commission also gives out
the Thea McCrary Student Award
to honor a male or female student
involved in public service or public education. Nominations will
be accepted in the commission's
office in Strode Tower until 4:30
p.m. Feb. 14.

BIN SHANNON photo edilor

SURFIN' FOR BOOKS: A student uses his laptop to buy his books without
leaving home.

Nursing Students — come see your future at Duke University Hospital!! Join us for an informative, funfilled event that will give you a closer look at our innovative programs, educational opportunities and
career enrichment activities.
•
•
•
•

Enjoy a continental breakfast and lunch
Listen as some of our nursing professionals share their experiences
Network with Hospital leadership, recruiters, managers and clinical experts
Tour our campus

Please call to register prior to the event. If you cannot attend, send your resume to: Duke University Hospital,
DUMC Box 3714, Durham, NC 27710. Phone: 1-800-232-6877 or 919-684-6339. Fax: 919-681-7397.
Email: nursing@mc.duke.edu. Visit our Web site at: http://dukenursing.org.

Duke University Hospital
A MEMBER OF DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM

We Are the FUTURE of Nursing.
Duke University Hospital is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

"We are now more on ourowntofindresources-for intellectual development. " (12/15/2004)
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Wo we are not satisfied, andwe
wiffnot he satisfieduntiljustice
roffs down (ike waters and righteousness a mighty stream"
-Dr. Martin Luther %ing. Jr.

the

lives on
MEGAN BOYCE
LATRICE LARY

Staff Writers
^^^^^^ very January since 1982, four years before
/ M
Martin Luther King Jr. Day became a national
" f^^
holiday, Clemson University has celebrated
King's life and legacy.
That first celebration in 1982 began with a
student-organized commemorative service in
the newly renovated Tillman Hall, arranged by Men Interested
in Alpha (MIA) and the Greenville graduate chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
In 1983, MIA members became charter members of
Clemson's Pi Alpha Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Inc., and ever since, the Pi Alpha Chapter has assisted with
Clemson's Martin Luther King Jr. celebration.
Each year has brought more events, activities, programs and
speakers. This year the celebration included an entire week
of events. Some of the festivities included the annual Martin
Luther King Jr. Day of Service, a video seminar, a commemorative march and a commemorative service.
The day of service began at 9 a.m. on Monday, and nearly
300 students, staff and community members volunteered at
several locations in the Clemson community and surrounding
towns.
LaTisha Brown, a Clemson sophomore who volunteers at
Helping Hands, said she was motivated to volunteer and help
clean the grounds at an orphanage rather than waste the day
away. Another volunteer, Christan Smith, said that she wanted
to be productive and help her community just as Dr. King did.
At 7 p.m. on Monday there was a video seminar in Jordan
Hall. Dr. Roger Doost, a professor of accounting at Clemson,
hosted the seminar. The video, "From KKK to MLK to the

Present: Search for Racial Amity and Harmony," focused on
the origins of the Ku Klux Klan and its initial purpose. The
video also discussed how King became the KKK's "public
enemy number one."
The commemorative march was held on Tuesday. The
march began in Cox Plaza and ended at the Brooks Center.
Participants sang hymns of praise as they marched. There were
about 100 marchers of all races.
Tuesday's events ended with a commemorative service
held in the Brooks Center, with keynote speaker Ambassador
Andrew Young.
Young is an accomplished activist, ambassador, former
Georgia congressman and former mayor of Atlanta. He worked
directly with King in the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s
and is an advocate of domestic and international civil rights.
Young is a strong supporter of a nonviolent approach to struggle. He said that because of our recent violent approach, we are
"almost always in danger of perishing together as fools." He
said that things have gotten better, but there is still a need to
continue the movement and to "dream on."
Prior to Young's remarks, students from surrounding elementary, middle and high schools were awarded certificates
for their original posters and essays, and for an oratorical
contest held last week as part of the Martin Luther King Jr.
Day events.
The week's other events included a pre-march rally, a TriART program with Young for middle and high school students
and readings of "The Struggle, the Movement, the Dreams:
Words of Inspiration From the Pioneers, the Activists and the
Visionaries."
Clemson's Martin Luther King Jr. Day Celebration continues
to grow each year with the help of the MLK Enhancement
Committee. The members of this committee work year-round
to make the experience better every January.

"We must forever conduct our struggfe on the high pfeme of dignity anddiscipfine. we must not
allow our creative protest to degenerate into physical violences'Again and agaiwwe must rise to the
majestic
heiahts ofmeetina physical force with soul force."
J
o
J
as J
J
J
- (Dr Martin Luther King, Jr.

Above left: A picture from the "Selma to Montgomery: A March for the Right to Vote" exhibit
in Hendrix shows Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
during the march.
Above right: Clemson professor Roger Doost
hosts the video seminar "From KKK to MLK
to the Present: Search for Racial Amity and
Harmony."
Below: Ambassador Andrew Young signs copies
of his book after speaking at a commemorative
service in the Brooks Center on Tuesday night.
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Terrorist organizations exploit media
ments led by the likes of Osama bin
Laden, are fueled by media coverage.
"Fundamentalists are dependent
on media, thrive because of it and
use it to further their ends," said
Appleby.
"The media has a way of exaggerating their influence, their numbers
and recruiting and fundraising."
In front of the small audience,
Appleby gave some anecdotes to
help demonstrate that fundamentalist movements are not a new occurrence. He spoke about a successful
"media extravaganza" in Latin
America put together by Robertson
called "Let There Be Light" in El

JOSH THOMPSON

The Lantern (OSU)
(U-WIRE) — R. Scott Appleby,
professor of History and director
of the Joan B. Kroc Institute for
International Peace Studies at the
University of Notre Dame, spoke
on religious fundamentalism and
the media Tuesday at the Mershon
Center.
In his lecture, titled "Natural
Allies: Fundamentalism and the
Media," Appleby said that fundamentalist religious movements,
ranging from evangelical Christian
movements led by people like Pat
Robertson to radical Islamic move-

4 4 At the heart of these
movements are people
who are highly skilled...in
the instrumentalities of
the modern world. The
people who join these
movements want to turn
technology to divine ends
and divine purposes. 59
R. Scon APPLEBY
OSU Professor of History

Class debates foreign affairs
Provost's new class explores the
United States's foreign policy
situation.
RUSSELL COX

Staff Writer
On Tuesday night, more than 100 people
attended the first session of a new class titled
"Anti-Americanism: Hating the U.S. at Home
and Abroad," part of the Provost's Seminar on
Public Policy and Public Affairs.
The class will be held every Tuesday in
Brackett Auditorium and is open not only to
Clemson students, but members of the community as well.
Dr. Matthew Crosston, a professor of political science, teaches the class, which will consist
largely of student discourse on the problems facing the United States today. Students will study all
forms of animosity towards America, stemming
from political, economic and religious sources.
Clemson University's Provost, Dr. Doris
Helms, spoke briefly at Tuesday's session. She
told the students that she was excited for undergraduates to exchange ideas with each other and
local citizens. Clemson, she said, has an obligation to produce graduates who can deal with
global problems. She hopes this class will work
toward that end, she said.
"I hope you all come out enlightened," Helms
said.
The Provost's Seminar was started as a reaction to Sept. 11,2001 terrorist attacks, and courses

TSUNAMI

offered thus far have mainly been related to that
disaster. Crosston, when asked to develop this
year's class, decided on a more far-reaching subject that was fascinating to him: anti-Americanism
in all its forms.
"I knew they were looking for something with
global extent," Crosston said.
The course will include several guest speakers all highly regarded in the field of American
foreign relations and well-published. Bringing
speakers in will help in the course's aim to provide
students with a broader perspective, rather than
just a Clemson or South Carolina viewpoint.
Guest speakers will include Cameron Brown,
deputy director of the Global Research Center
in International Affairs, based in Israel; Nancy
Snow, an assistant professor at California State
University, Fullerton, and a graduate of Clemson;
and Stephen Walt, academic dean of the Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard University and
professor of International Relations.
Both Crosston and Helms received e-mail protesting the title of the course. Crosston was interested to see that it came from people on both ends
of the political spectrum, and emphasized that the
course is not pushing any political agenda.
"There is no left/right bias in the way this
course is presented to you," he told students.
Crosston said he also hopes to keep debate
even between opposing sides and was glad to
see the range of views expressed by students the
first night.
"Hopefully, every Tuesday night it will be give
and take debate and discussion the whole time
through," he said.

LAKE

Salvador, Nicaragua, and Guatemala
in the early 1990s that led to the
conversion to evangelicalism of two
million people.
Appleby also described a recruitment video for a militant Islamic
group that featured child suicide
bombers, including one boy being
lowered into a coffin to symbolize
that he did not fear death, but looked
forward to it.
Videos like these, and comic
books featuring space themes, aimed
at recruiting young suicide bombers
are very successful, Appleby said.
He said that many fundamentalists
are not as ignorant as they are often
portrayed.

"At the heart of these movements
are people who are highly skilled ...
in the instrumentalities of the modern world. The people who join these
movements want to turn technology
to divine ends and divine purposes."
He said that the media can in fact
help fundamentalists recruit followers.
"You stage an event like Sept. 11,
yes, for all kinds of tactical reasons,
but the primary thing is recruiting,
and influence through the coverage
of it," Appleby said.
"If there was not an international
media to cover that event, it would
not have been nearly as successful
for Osama."
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over developing the land around the lake and
these are some of the issues that President
Barker plans to address at the town meeting.
Some faculty members want the land preserved
and protected and feel the development of the
land would be detrimental to the community.
"I believe we have some property that should
be protected forever and treated as a national
park," said President Barker. "However, as
a land grant university, much of our teaching,
research and public service programs are land
based. The wise use of this land is essential to
Clemson's ability to meet its educational mission."
Clemson's "land endowment" consists of
more than 31,000 acres and 100 miles of lake
shoreline, most of which is restricted to research
or other public use. The ULI panel will focus on
three parcels not currently being used by the university. The sites known as Y Beach, Ravenel
property and Robinson property are the main
focus of the potential development.
"Our preliminary thoughts envision a living/
learning community that builds on one or more
of our academic emphasis areas and provides
learning, service or research opportunities for

our faculty and students," said Neill Cameron,
vice president of advancement. "Any development concept must enhance academic priorities
and move us closer to our goal of being one of
the nation's top 20 public universities."
"The education and research programs that
could be developed as part of this project would
be incomparable in the nation," said panel member Gary Fenchuk.
ULI, founded in 1936, has more than 22,000
members representing world-renowned design,
development and finance companies.
ULI has experience in helping colleges
and universities develop smart-growth strategies, including projects at the University of
Colorado, University of Virginia and Florida
State University.
"It is an honor for Clemson to be chosen for a
ULI project and to host a group of such stature
on campus. ULI represents the best minds in
the industry and sets the national standard for
smart growth and responsible development,"
said Barker.
The town meeting will take place Thursday
January 27, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the brooks
center.

MISS THE BLOTTER THIS WEEK?
Don't worry!
«
It'll be back next week
.^
with all your favorite officers
and more!
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"It is common for people to feel
emotionally numb, to have nightmares and intrusive memories of
the event, to feel 'on edge' and very
upset, to have difficulty sleeping or
relaxing, and to feel disconnected
from their daily lives," she said.
If these symptoms continue for an
extended period of time and become
more severe, they will often lead to
PTSD, Pury said.
When PTSD takes over, Pury
said, victims will relive the event
repeatedly in their minds but avoid
graphic reminders of the event at all
costs, and will react negatively when
they are reminded.
The National Center for Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder published
a report this month on the relationship between natural disasters and
psychological distress disorders, in
an attempt to prepare for the overall mental state of the people in the
affected areas. The report said that
in countries that had recently experienced severe natural disasters, 89
percent of the population surveyed
experienced some form of psychological problems, and PTSD was
specifically diagnosed in 81 percent
of the samples.
The need for medical supplies,
clean food and water and repair for
the damage to roads and railways is
indeed a pressing matter in this situation. However, the psychological
welfare of 89 percent of the area's
citizens is potentially in danger, a
fact that the media are generally
overlooking at this time.
Management professor Rick
Clarke is more concerned with the
reinstatement of the economic and
biological wellbeing of the affected
countries. He spent 20 years in the
Air Force and was part of the relief

efforts in the Gulf War, getting food tsunami death toll to double due to and Jackie Chan have made recent
and water into the hands of the the subsequent malaria and the relat- headlines by donating millions, and
local citizens. Now he teaches his ed dengue fever outbreak. More than athletes like Ben Roethlisberger and
Logistics Management class how 100,000 people could ultimately die Michael Schumacher each gave
to get the affected areas back to a of mosquito-carried disease.
large sums of money to charities
healthy way of life. The main probMalaria is endemic to many of like UNICEF and the Red Cross in
lem, he says, is not ensuring that these areas, meaning that it is very support of the cause. While these
the population has adequate food or common and many people already gifts are greatly appreciated by the
shelter, but clean water.
have a higher tolerance to the dis- charities and victims, Clarke said
When
the
ease. However, that money alone is not enough to
tsunami's series
the
already end the problem.
of large waves
diminished
"All the money in the world isn't
receded, much of
health of the going to help if we can't get the supthe land was left 4 4 It is common for
population has plies to (the victims)," he said.
covered in salt people to feel emotionally
left the region
With many of the roads and railwater. While the
more vulnerable ways swept into the sea, local transsalty water was numb, to have nightmares
to outbreak.
portation is not adequate enough
not an immediate and intrusive memories
Healthcare to hold the new influx of supplies
threat for mosworkers
took and military vehicles. Local airquitoes, the sub- of the event, to feel 'on
pre-emp- ports have reported large traffic
stantial rains that edge' and very upset, to
tive measures jams caused by the surge of cargo
fell during the have difficulty sleeping
against
the airplanes filled with provisions and
following weeks
potential equipment.
diluted it, dotting or relaxing, and to feel
epidemic
in
Indonesia's ReliefWeb site outthe ground with disconnected from their
Indonesia's lines some of the plans to alleviate
brackish pools.
Aceh province, the mess. The Indonesian governMosquitoes thrive daily lives. 55
one of the areas ment plans to begin to use ferries
in standing water,
hardest hit by and barges to carry goods as effiespecially when
the
disaster. ciently as possible, especially the
CINDY PURY
it ranges from
They sprayed large bladders of water.
Clemson Psychology Professor
brackish to fresh.
pesticides and
Scott Brames, an assistant profesThese pools are ™™~—"""~"~ ""■""■^~—"^^~" rushed
fresh sor in the School of Environment,
providing prime
water to victims added that many of the local docks
environments for
.
to replace their have been destroyed, disrupting normosquitoes to lay healthy eggs by contaminated supply.
mal boating traffic, so helicopters
the thousands.
"If people don't have clean water, are becoming a successful alternaWith the increase in the mosquito they will drink contaminated water," tive as well.
population and the contaminated Clarke explained.
According to Clarke, humans
water, the death toll has begun to
By doing so, they are inadvertent- need to drink approximately 64
increase at a dangerously rapid rate ly replacing death by dehydration ounces of clean water a day. When
due to malaria. Clarke says that the with death by disease.
that volume is multiplied by the milmalaria outbreak could, in the end,
Many Americans have been lions of people who are in desperate
kill more people than the waves reminded of their good fortune, need of clean water every day, the
themselves.
as millions of dollars in monetary available helicopters and barges
The World Health Organization support has been raised and donated aren't enough to alleviate what
(WHO) stated in a recently-issued to the cause. Celebrities such as Clarke calls "a huge problem".
report that the world can expect the Sandra Bullock, Leonardo DiCaprio
Despite all the work that still

needs to be done in order for
the country to return to normal,
Indonesian Vice-President Jusuf
Kalla said earlier this month that he
would like for all foreign troops to
leave Indonesian airspace by March
31. He said that three months should
be enough, and Indonesia will take
it from there.
Clarke is not as confident about
the decision to make foreign troops
leave Indonesia.
"People need so much help, and
we're in a position to help," he said.
"Our Air Force planes are the best
to do it."
For now, the United States military will remain in the region, trying
to end the quickly-spreading malaria
epidemic and distribute enough
clean food and water to keep the
population as healthy as possible.
Organizations throughout the
nation and the world have acted
fast to raise money for the tsunami
victims. According to Brame, the
Red Cross has pledged $400 million
to aid in this disaster. As of Tuesday
the Red Cross has raised nearly
$191.4 million. This money will go
toward providing food, health care
and mental health counseling.
Along with the Red Cross, other
organizations such as UNICEF and
World Vision are still in need of
donations.
Around campus, student organizations are reaching out, too. The
Biology department's Roots and
Shoots group is currently planning
ways to help raise money for the
victims.
Brame suggests the best way to
help the victims around campus is to
have fundraisers to collect money,
because, as -he explains, "they need
cash, not cans of food."
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HELPWANTED

Nantahala Outdoor Center
is now hiring enthusiastic
individuals with a passion
for guest service for all
summer 2005 positions.
Join our fun, dynamic team
in the Great Smoky Mountains, with boating, biking,
and hiking around every
bend. Positions include
Whitewater Raft Guide,
Reservations, Restaurant &
Retail Staff, housing available. Call 828-488-2176
X132; visit www.noc.com
(an Equal Opportunity Employer)

Office Telephone Hours

How to place a classified :

)eadline

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By Email: classified@thetigemews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

3 p.m. Tuesday

315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, SC 29634

QUIT YOUR DAY JOB.
Draw a regular paycheck from
collegestudentsurveys.com
"When you need more
than just beer money."
National Ad Groups pay $
for your demographic opinions. Yes, really. Get paid for
your opinion (for a day...a
semester...or for a year...)
Watch movie trailers, fill out
surveys. As many or as few
as you like. On your timeDepending on how much you
wnat to make that day. Tear
out this ad- write it on your
hand. It's not rocket science.
Log on for the most flexible
job you'll ever have, collegest
udentsurveys.com
FOR SALE

Local Cleaning Business
looking for part time help.
Hrs. to be worked vary.
Must have references. Call
410-0532 for details.

Daniel Square- Townhouse
& domain name for sale.
Possession negotiable.
www.DanielSquare.com

issified Ad Rates

Payment Methods

HUNTERS/Fisherman:
Make money buying and
selling your outdoor gear
online @ http://www.farma
ndfieldauctions.com Registration and Bidding Free/
Selling is easy and cheap.

House in Clemson. 3
bedrooms, 1 bathroom.
Screened porch. $825/
month. 653-3512

at half.com
For a limited time, first-time buyers only. See conditions below.**

«%
™
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House in Clemson. 4 Bedrooms 2 bathrooms. $980/
month. 653-3512

FORRENT
House in Clemson. 2
bedrooms, 1 bathroom.
Screened porch. $550/
month. 653-3512
3 bedroom/ 1 bath aptmt. for
rent. Creekside in Clemson.
call 973-3324
Freedom Ridge Apartments
1 mile to campus, 4 or 5
bedroom 2 bath house, w/
fireplace and large kitchen,
w/d, for $975. Also, 2
bedroom 2 bath apartment,
w/d, for $500. more units
available in May. call to
reserve. 864-787-9328 for
more informtion.

Looking for female roommates. Bright new environment! Non smoker/drinker.
House located 5 minutes
from Clemson campus.
$350 per month, utilities
included. Shared kitchen,
washer/dryer and storage available, house fully
furnished ready to move in
today!!
Please call Denise for details. PH# 864-653-4301

•

KS

.com

ehaY

'Claim based on comparison of average selling price (excluding shipping and handling) for top 10% of textbooks (by unit volume) sold on Half.com from
August 1st-September 11, 2004 and listed as "brand new" by the seller, with list price for same title. Textbooks are defined as undergraduate and graduate
textbooks and exclude reference books and novels/literature.
"Offer valid for $5 off a purchase of $50 or more at Half.com only. Offer valid for first time buyers only. Order value must be a minimum of $50.00 before the discount is applied and does not include shipping, handling, taxes or insurance. This coupon cannot be combined with any other coupon, discount, gift certificate, or promotion. Any potential refund will not include the coupon or its redemption value,
Void where prohibited. Open only to U.S. residents 18 years of age or older. Promotion subject to change without notice. Offer expires on March 31, 2005 at 11:59:59 EST
© 2004 eBay Inc.

50 cents/word

HI

How great is this? Find great savings on new or used
textbooks you need this semester. Go to half.com and
enter the titles or ISBN numbers. Thaf s it!

Redeem this coupon by entering this code:
CLEMSON2005

Other:

(864) 656-2150 • classifiecl@TheTigerNews.com

AND SAVE UP TO 40% OFF* THE LIST PRICE.

on a purchase of $50 or more.

25 cents/word

Cash, Check

BUY YOUR TEXTI :i§
AT HALF.COM

an additional

Students:

TM

MISC.

Add a conversation started
to your resume! Learn to
work as a Whitewater Raft
Guide with the people who
built the business - Nantahala Outdoor Center! 5
days rafting instruction, 2
scenic southeastern rivers,
1 heck-of-an experience.
This could be the chance
you've been waiting for!
Call 800-232-7238, visit
www.noc.com
TRAVEL
Spring Break 2005. Travel
with STS, America's #1
Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida, now
hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com <http:
//www. ststravel. com>

SPORTS
Bowden makes staff additions
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Spence takes over offensive
reigns, while Koenning will
handle defense.
KEVIN M. BARNES

Assistant Sports Editor
The Tiger football team has
addressed its offensive and defensive needs this week, hiring new
coordinators on both sides of
the ball, with Rob Spence of the
University of Toledo taking the
offense and quarterbacks and Vic
Koenning of Troy State University
heading up the defense.
Marion Hobby, defensive ends
coach at Ole Miss for the last six
seasons, joins the newcomers on
the defensive staff by addressing the
defensive line.
Coach Spence has lead the Toledo
Rockets to a top 13 in total offense
and top 25 ranking in scoring offense
while averaging over 32 points per
game over the last four years.
"Working for a great University
and a proven winner in Coach
Tommy Bowden is a great opportunity," said Spence. "Clemson is one
of the great football programs... and
I am anxious to be a part of it."
Coach Bowden stressed how
Spence was a good fit to upgrade
the Tiger offense: "I was looking
for an experienced coach in terms
of coaching quarterbacks and calling plays out of the one-back set,
and I have found that man in Rob
Spence."
Vic Koenning, who lead Troy
University's defense to a top

TIGER SCHEDULE
FRIDAY 1/21

Women's Swimming & Diving vs. Gardner-Webb Clemson, S.C. - 5:30 p.m.
NEW FACES: Vic Koenning, Rob Spence and Marion Hobby were hired to strengthen Coach Tommy Bowden s
coaching staff this week. Koenning and Spence will be defensive and offensive coordinator, respectively.
10 national ranking in scoring
defense, rushing defense, yards
per play and pass efficiency was
named Defensive Coordinator on
Wednesday.
Coach Bowden said, "You have
to be impressed with his results
in stopping the run and the pass
against quality competition this past
year. He will be a terrific addition
to our staff. We are very excited
to welcome Vic and his family to
Clemson."
Under Coach Koenning, Troy's
defense was first in the nation in
interceptions (25) and tied for second in forced turnovers (32). Only
the National Champions at Southern
Cal had more takeaways (38) than
the Troy State Trojans.

"To have a great program you
need to rank in the top 10 in the
nation in defense," Coach Bowden
said. "Coach Koenning's defenses
historically have a pattern of excellence in many areas but especially
in terms of forcing turnovers and
limiting opponents scoring.
Against the BCS Conferences
Koenning performed particularly
well, including holding the defending National Champion LSU to just
57 yards rushing in a 24-20 loss, the
season-low for the Tigers ground
attack that held a top 20 national
ranking averaging over 190 yards
on the ground for the season.
Coach Marion Hobby will add to
this impressive defensive resume,
adding the production of several

All-SEC players with impressive
burst off the ball. He will be an
important asset while orchestrating
the Tiger's pass rush
Rob Spence's Toledo Rockets won
the Mid-America Conference before
losing to a red-hot Connecticut team
in the Motor City Bowl.
All three of the quarterbacks
under his tutelage have set school
records for passing efficiency, but
the balanced attack is what makes
him such an intriguing candidate.
This past year Toledo, Louisville,
Southern Cal and Oklahoma were
the only schools in the nation to rush
for 2000 yards and throw for 3000.
That's some elite company, company that the Clemson Tigers hope
to move into next season.

Falcons' huge win over Rams
highlights playoff weekend
This weekend, conference
championshipsfeature the
best teams in the NFL.
ASHLEY WASHINGTON

Staff Writer
In a week surrounded by controversy about a touchdown celebration and much talk about a rookie
quarterback being incompetent to
play in a playoff game, the stars
still found a way to play well, and
very well.
In the week of preparation

coming into the Steelers and Jets
playoff match up, speculations
swirled about whether rookie Ben
Roethlisberger's spectacular season
could withstand the pressure of the
NFL playoffs. While the national
media descended on Pittsburgh to
watch the rookie crumble, the young
man out of Miami of Ohio did nothing of the sort.
Although the Pittsburgh QB
played well, passing for 181 yards, it
turns out that it is better to be lucky
than good, as the Steelers survived
two Doug Brian missed field goals
to take a 20-17 win over the Jets.

Roethlisberger made plays to put
his team in a position to win, and
while he did commit two interceptions, he led his offense consistently
down the field, grinding away in the
tough, hard-nosed fashion that made
Pittsburgh famous.
Both teams played tough throughout the entire game, but Jet Doug
Brian had a game that sends kickers
crying for their mommies. He had
two shots at a field goal from more
than forty yards to win the game,
but the gusting winds of Hienz Field
forced them both wide right.
The Jets offensive coordinator

LONG GONE: Atlanta Falcons defensive back Allen Rossum returns a punt for a touchdown 68 yards against the St.
Louis Rams last Saturday night. The Falcons dominated the Rams, 47-17.

Paul Hackett was fired the next day
for being unable to crack the Iron
Curtain's forty yard line, and the
Steelers escaped with a win.
Refusing to be overshadowed by
the "Michael Vick Experience," the
Atlanta Falcons team came out and
dominated the St. Louis Rams in a
47-17 Divisional Playoff win.
Although the entire team came
ready to play, Vick still had a superb
game. The Falcons QB ran for 119
yards and threw two touchdowns.
Running back Warrick Dunn was
the only rusher to run for more
yards with 142 yards with two
touchdowns and threw a two-yard
pass.
An NFL playoff record was set
in the second quarter when Allen
Rossum ran a punt return back 68
yards for a touchdown.
Many fans had only wishful
thinking for the St. Louis Rams,
feeling that they should not have the
opportunity to contend for a NFC
Championship. The Falcons must
have felt the same way. The Eagles
defense held the Rams' rushing
game to only 72 yards for the night.
The Rams special teams were not
so "special" as they were not able to
return any punts.
The Falcons outscored the Rams
in the first two quarters leaving the
Rams to go into halftime looking
for redemption. They have the rest
of the offseason to keep looking, as
they were shut out in the second half
by Mike Vick and Co. in a total team
victory for the Atlanta Falcons.
The Eagles had not played in a
month and Terrell Owens would
not be joining them. Randy Moss
walked off the field for the second
time this season. A strong hit sent
the ball soaring into the endzone for
a touchdown.
The time off that the Philadelphia
Eagles had for the past few weeks
SEE

NFL, PAGE B3

Men's and Women's Track
- Clemson Invitational
- Clemson, S.C. -All Day
SATURDAY 1/22

Men's Tennis vs. Troy Clemson, S.C. - All Day
Swimming & Diving vs.
Georgia Tech - Atlanta, Ga.
- 12 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Virginia
- Charlottesville, Va.
- 7:30 p.m.
Men's and Women's Track
- Clemson Invitational
- Clemson, S.C. -All Day
SUNDAY 1/23

Women's Basketball vs. Wake
Forest - Winston-Salem, N.C.
- 3 p.m.

SPORTS SHORTS
• Former Oakland Raiders ProBowl center Barrett Robbins
was charged with three counts
of attempted felony murder
Wednesday. Robbins was shot by
police twice during a struggle on
Saturday night. The 31-year old,
who suffers from bipolar disorder
and alcoholism, is best known
skipping team meetings the night
before the 2003 Super Bowl in San
Diego, then spending Super Bowl
Sunday in a hospital.
• Outfielder Brian Jordan signed
a one-year, $600,000 contract on
Wednesday to return to play for
the Atlanta Braves. Jordan was
once a Brave before being traded
to the Los Angeles Dodgers in
2001. Jordan also was a safety for
the NFL's Atlanta Falcons.
• Maryland guard D.J. Strawberry
tore the anterior cruciate ligament
in his right knee in a practice earlier this week and will be forced to
miss the remainder of this season.
The sophomore is the son of former Major League Baseball star
Darryl Strawberry.
• Dallas Mavericks head coach
Don Nelson will undergo surgery
this week to repair a torn rotator
cuff in his right shoulder. Nelson
is expected to be out for at least
three weeks. Nelson said that he
has been putting off the surgery
for quite some time.
• Mike Nolan has agreed to
become the next head coach of
the San Francisco 49'ers. Nolan
agreed on Tuesday to a five year
deal worth almost 1.5 million
dollars a year. Nolan had served
as the defensive coordinator for
the Baltimore Ravens the past
three years before accepting the
job with San Francisco.
■■^■■■■■■■■■■i
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Purnell gets first conference road win
Tigers look to have a
winning season inside the
Atlantic Coast Conference.
DANIEL TAYLOR

Staff Writer
As Oliver Purnell and the
Clemson basketball team get into
the heart of the ACC schedule,
the team is beginning to shape its
identity.
Once again, the Tigers are led
offensively and defensively by
Sharrod Ford. The 6' 9" senior
leads the team in points, rebounds
and blocked shots. Ford is the key
to victory for Clemson, and every
opponent focuses on shutting this
big man down.
One major improvement for
this year's team has been depth.
Moving up to a nine-man rotation has kept Clemson fresh in
all its games. The abundance of
strong, big men like Ford, Akin
Akingbala, Steve Allen and freshman James Mays has allowed the
Tigers to take fouls and play more
physically under the boards.
Clemson has also played stellar defense this year. Opposing
teams have produced their worst
shooting percentage of the year
against the Tigers because of the
aggressive defensive guard play
and the back court's ability to alter
an opponent's shot.
Familiar problems have plagued
the Tigers this year, however.
Although they have been able to
keep their opponents from scor-j
jng, Clemson ranks 10th in the,
ACC in scoring (71.2 ppg) themselves. Part of this lack of offense
stems from the absence of great
ball handlers.
• Without a man like recent
Clemson star Ed Scott, the Tigers
have been unable to protect the
basketball and rank last in the
'ACC 'in 'turnovers'''(t £'4"pgJ.'

game time as the Demon Deacons
handed the Tigers their worst loss
in Littlejohn Coliseum history
103-68.
The Tigers were not destroyed
by the loss. Oliver Purnell rallied the team and Clemson
bounced back the next week with
Purnell's first ACC road victory
56-54 over Florida State. Those
same Seminoles defeated the
Top-5 ranked Wake Forest Demon
Deacons on Tuesday of this week.
However, Clemson followed up
the victory over FSU with a heartbreaking 59-57 loss at Virginia
Tech. The Hokies were believed
by many to be the worst ACC
team in the preseason. The game
seemed to be under control for the
Tigers while it was deadlocked 5757 with 25 seconds left.
With the Tigers in possession,
all they had to do was make sure
they took the last shot. Even if it
failed that would take the contest
into overtime. Instead of calling
timeout to make a play, Purnell
let the Clemson offense attempt
to create its own scoring oppor^contributing photographer
tunity.
GAME WINNER: Clemson freshman Cheyenne Moore drains a three-point shot with 3.4 seconds left in overtime to seal
Just after crossing half court,
the Tigers' thrilling 63-62 victory over in-state rival South Carolina.
point guard Vernon Hamilton
Even the easy baskets do not undefeated Boston College squad. the perennial national power Duke attempted a risky pass, turning
come without difficulty for the
Students began talk of getting Blue Devils. Clemson made the the ball over to the Hokies who
Tigers. Clemson is at the bottom an NIT berth or even making the trip to Durham armed with a 9-3 converted at the other end to win
of the league in free throw per- NCAA tournament.
record. The Tigers stayed in the the game.
While this season appears to
centage (60.1 percent), far behind
However, a trip to Hawaii game much longer than experts
the 10th ranked team Virginia seemed to take the steam out of anticipated as Clemson and the be one of many ups and downs,
Tech (65.2 percent).
the Tigers. The Rainbow Classic 8-0 Blue Devils both struggled Clemson has been competitive in
Before the Clemson students on Dec. 21-23 delivered the Tigers to make baskets. In the end, Duke the majority of its games.
An eight point loss in Durham
were allowed a break from their two loses, 78-66 to UAB and 75- proved to be the better team and
is better than the Tigers have been
won 62-54.
studies, the young basketball 60 to Georgetown.
With the hard fought game at expected to perform in the past,
season looked promising. Oliver
Both the Blazers and the
Purnell's first recruiting class Bulldogs have proven in the past Cameron Indoor Stadium, one and the ability to bounce back
appeared to be already paying to be decent teams, as UAB made would expect Clemson to do the after the debacle versus Wake
the NCAA Tournament last year same six days later in Littlejohn Forest speaks volumes about the
dividends.
work ethic of this team.
The Tigers quickly amassed a and beat Kentucky but neither are versus Wake Forest.
With their never-say-die attitude
However, the Tigers' hopes
7-1 record, including a thrilling near the caliber of the ACC regular
were dashed within the opening and less turnovers, this Clemson
63-62 victory over rival South season schedule.
The Tigers started their ACC minutes. Wake's junior guard team could possibly create quite a
Carolina.
Their only loss came when they regular season the same way as Justin Gray hit five three-point- stir and surprise a few teams in the
fell nine points short to a sITH™ they have in previous years, against ers in the first three minutes of ACC this season.

**********

*****

What's Cookin' in Dining Services?

Eastside Food Court
NEW to the Hendrix Center is Tortilla's
Express. It features burritos, tacos and
nachos. Come check us out and find out
how to order STUPENDO!!

Harcombe and Schilletter will have
entertainment at one of the two dining halls
every week Coming soon will be a calendar of
events online at wwwxlemson.edu/dining>

Clemson House
express!

Not just for Sundays! Don't get lost in
the shuffle in the dining halls, join
Clemson House for breakfast, lunch or
dinner on the hill. Clemson House also
features hot meals to go.
mmamm
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New York Mets bulk up
during MLB offseason
Red Sox look to return
to World Series with
acquisition of Clement.
ROY WELSH

Staff Writer
It has been quite an eventful offseason in Major League Baseball.
The league has seen many significant
trades and free agent signings, giving baseball fans plenty of hot stove
material.
The New York Mets have made
the biggest splash in this year's offseason, with new General Manager
Omar Minaya acquiring arguably the
two best players on this year's free
agent market, Pedro Martinez and
Carlos Beltran. Martinez is considered to be one of the best pitchers of
the last 30 years, and deservedly so.
Over his career with the Los Angeles
Dodgers, the Montreal Expos and
the Boston Red Sox, Martinez has
won 182 games and has an amazing
career earned run average of 2.71.
Martinez has held opposing batters to
a .271 batting average over his career,
another amazing statistic to add to his
resume. Martinez signed a four-year,
$53 million deal with the Mets in
December.
Beltran has been one of the game's
premier center fielders for the last few
seasons, and his performance in the
postseason for the Houston Astros
was impressive to say the least.
Beltran smacked eight home runs in
the postseason last year for the Astros
and was pursued by the Mets, in addition to the Yankees and the Astros,
who tried to resign Beltran. While
Beltran had a strong season last year,
the pressure on him as one of the
centerpieces of the Mets organization
will be greater than he ever felt in the
mid-market towns of Kansas City and
Houston. Beltran had a .267 batting
average last year, which he will need
to improve upon in New York. Beltran
inked a seven-year, $119 million deal
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with the Mets earlier this month, and
some baseball minds have questioned
whether New York is paying the center fielder too much. Mike Cameron,
the Mets' center fielder from last
season, is expected to move to right
field to open up a spot for Beltran at
Shea Stadium.
The Mets also made what looks to
be a strong managerial hire in scooping up Willie Randolph from the
Yankees. Randolph had been an assistant with the Yankees for the past 11
seasons, spending eight of those under
Yankee manager Joe Torre. Randolph,
who was born in Holly Hill, S.C., and
grew up in Brooklyn, was a Mets fan
as a kid, and he hopes to turn around
the struggling organization he loved
in his youth. Mets General Manager
Omar Minaya appears to have made a
good hire for New York.
While the Red Sox lost one of the
premier pitchers in the game when
Pedro Martinez signed with the Mets,
Boston quickly picked up another
strong pitcher in Matt Clement, who
had been with the Chicago Cubs.
Clement signed a three-year deal with
the Sox worth approximately $25 million. The Red Sox were able to resign
catcher Jason Varitek and named him
as Boston's first team captain since
Jim Rice.
The Seattle Mariners, one of
baseball's worst teams last season,
made a couple of pickups to help
bolster their offense. Seattle acquired
Adrian Beltre, who hit 48 home
runs last season for the Los Angeles
Dodgers and will be a key addition
to the Mariner lineup, which includes
All-Star outfielder Ichiro Suzuki, who
broke George Sisler's single-season
hits record of 257. Ichiro finished
the 2004 season with 264 hits. Beltre
signed a $64 million deal which will
keep him in the Emerald City for the
next five years.
After playing second fiddle to the
Boston Red Sox for the first time
since 1918, the New York Yankees
made an important move to help

themselves challenge the Beaneaters
for the pennant in 2005. The Yankees
traded pitchers Javier Vazquez and
Brad Halsey and New York prospect Dioner Navarro to the Arizona
Diamondbacks in exchange for
Johnson, who pitched a perfect game
against the Atlanta Braves last season
at the ripe old age of 40.
While this appears to be a good
move for the Yankees, there are concerns with Johnson's health. Johnson
is now 41 years old and one bad
injury could sideline him for good.
But, as has been the norm since 1996,
the Yankees seem poised to contend
for the World Series again next year,
and Johnson could be the edge that
the Yankees need, that little extra that
Steinbrenner knows they didn't have
after losing four in a row to the Red
Sox.
While baseball fans have been
treated to plenty of big offseason
moves, the past few months have
brought on baseball's stirring controversy. In a report by the San Francisco
Chronicle, Yankee first baseman
Jason Giambi's testimony shows
that the New York slugger has used
steroids, drawing the ire of baseball
fans around the country.
Major League Baseball announced
a new steroid policy last week, pleasing some fans and causing other fans
to believe that yet a stricter policy is
needed, being that amphetamines are
still not banned under the new policy.
The new testing policy would institute
a punishment of 10 days suspension
for the first positive test, 30 days
suspension for the second positive
test, 60 days for the third positive test
and a year's suspension for a fourth
positive test.
Major
League
Baseball
Commissioner Bud Selig, who has
been much-maligned during his tenure overlooking America's pastime,
seemed pleased with the progress.
"I've been saying for some time that
my goal for this industry is zero tolerance regarding steroids," Selig said.

Growing up as a Clemson fan,
I always heard spectacular stories from my dad and my uncles
about how great former Tiger
football players were in the late
'70's and early'80's.
My uncle would tell me about
Jerry Butler making the game
winning catch in the end zone
to beat South Carolina in a scene
that would be forever remembered as "The Catch".
My other uncle used to love
to recap how badly "The Judge"
Jeff Davis had beaten up the
Cornhuskers all night long en
route to winning Defensive MVP
of the 1982 Orange
Bowl and Clemson's
only
National
Championship
in
football.
Dad always had
the time to tell me
about William "The
Refrigerator" Perry's monstrous
physical size and his ability to
wreak havoc in any offense's
backfield, not to mention numerous other stories of the glory
days.
But my generation hasn't been
too shabby either. After taking
over as head coach in 1999,
Tommy Bowden has made the
Tigers bowl eligible in each of
his six seasons with the team.
He's won ACC coach of the year
honors twice, and he has managed to produce several memorable games and players.
First of all, there was Woody
Dantzler who was never anything short of amazing when he
stepped onto the field.
While at Clemson, Woody
became the first player in NCAA
history to throw for 2000 yards
and run for another 1000.
Rod Gardner was another star
of that team who would go on to
become a first round draft choice
to the Washington Redskins.
Gardner gave Tiger fans the
memory of "The Catch II" with
his controversial game winning
grab against the South Carolina
Gamecocks.
And then there was Derrick
Hamilton, who could catch anything thrown within a mile of
him and was always a threat to
score, no matter what the situation. But until now, I don't think
that I have seen a player on a
Bowden coached team as exciting as Justin Miller.
I remember watching Miller
in his freshman season as he
came in from Owensboro, Ky.,
and picked up a starting corner
position just as quickly as he
picked off passes thrown to his
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side. Miller tied a single season
record with eight interceptions
that year in just seven defensive
starts. Miller was also voted a
first team unanimous freshman
All-American by several publications.
Miller continued to turn
heads his sophomore year as
he amassed 13 pass breakups
and two interceptions. He had
a sack and three pass deflections in the Peach Bowl victory
against No. six Tennessee, a performance that was good enough
to earn him a spot on the Sports
Illustrated All-Bowl team.
He
also
excelled in the
classroom during the 20032004 academic
year, making
[the ACC acaI demic honor
roll for the entire year.
In his junior, and what would
be his final, season Miller
showed the nation just how talented he is. At Florida State's
Doak Campbell Stadium in
Tallahassee Miller turned in a
record tying performance as he
returned two kickoffs for touchdowns, a performance that I was
privileged enough to witness first
hand.
Miller's defensive statistics
declined in his last season
because opposing quarterbacks
refused to throw to his side. In
addition to his stellar defense
and exciting special teams play,
Miller would flash in from time
to time as a wide receiver or
running back on offense to scare
opponents just a little more.
Miller finished the season ranked
first in the country in kickoff
return average with 33.05 yards
per kick.
Two weeks ago the news came
to Tiger fans that Miller would
forgo his senior season and enter
the NFL draft.
He has been projected by most
NFL analysts to go somewhere
in the first round, an honor that
he deserves. He will be training with Baltimore Ravens star
Deion Sanders before he enters
the NFL combine.
Miller said it best in the press
conference while announcing his
decision "I will always bleed
purple and orange and will be a
Tiger at heart. I will do whatever
I can to represent Clemson in a
positive way in the future."
Josh Fort is a sophomore in sport
management. E-mail comments to
sports@ The TigerNews. com.

NFL

FROM PAGE B1
was not only well deserved but also
rejuvenating. The Eagles came out
strong, scoring three touchdowns
while holding the Vikings to just
one.
Randy Moss made headlines
all last week concerning his controversial touchdown celebration.
Although the fine that he received
would seem petty to most critics,
the Eagles defense found its own
way to restrain him. Moss only
had three catches for 51 yards in
the game.
The Eagles' Brian Westbrook and
Freddie Mitchell proved to Eagles
fans everywhere that they were still
key components to the team with
or without the presence of T.O.
Mitchell opened the first quarter
of the game with the Eagles' first
touchdown. Mitchell also recovered a fumble that flew into the
endzone for a touchdown in the
second quarter.
The Eagles are now headed
to their fourth straight NFC
Championship game as they host
the Atlanta Falcons. We will see
which bird will be taking flight to
Jacksonville after Sunday's game.

There are two major football
programs that Peyton Manning
has never won a game against: the
Florida Gators (0-4) and now, the
New England Patriots (0-6).
For the second year in a row, the
New England Patriots brought the
Colts' fabulous season to a horrific close. As a team that plays in a
dome, the blizzard in Foxboro may
have stiffled the Colts and their
record setting quarterback.
Manning was 27 for 42 and
produced only one touchdown, a
tremendous drop off in a season
where he set the record for touchdown passes with 49.
While the Patriots did come up
with a big win, Tom Brady's offense
was held to only one touchdown.
This single touchdown came
late in the fourth quarter when the
Colts' defense had probably either
given up or just admitted that they
could not get the job done.
For the second consecutive year,
the New England Patriots head to
an AFC Championship game after
sending the Indianapolis Colts
home in a 20-3 Division Playoff
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Tiger tennis ready to build Clemson women
on last season's successes hit the road for
conference play

Lady Tigers begin season
ranked third in the nation in
the preseason.

Wake Forest and Georgia
Tech will play host to Lady
Tigers next week

CARISSA DONGES
Staff Writer
The 2005 spring season brings a lot
for us to look forward to as both men's
and women's tennis teams are coming
off two very great seasons. Both tennis teams made huge strides this past
season with great accomplishments
in the NCAA tournaments and in the
ITA Polls.
The first poll of the year released on
Jan. 11, 2005, placed the Lady Tigers'
tennis team at the third seed by the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association.
This is the Tigers' highest ranking in
Clemson history and they couldn't be
more excited for the upcoming season.
Not only has the team been ranked at
a top spot, but four individual players
have also been ranked by the ITA.
Julie Coin, a senior from Amiens,
France has been ranked fifth in the
nation. She finished the fall season
with a 9-2 overall record and was
the champion of the Furman Fall
Classic. Coin has become Clemson
University's most accomplished player
since the start of this program.
Already under her belt, she has been
named the ACC player of the year and
has earned all ACC accolades for the
second consecutive season. She is also
the only player in Clemson history to
reach the Final Four in the NCAA
Team and Individual Championships,
as well as holding the top spots in
Clemson history on the most individual
doubles victories' list in a single season
with 35, most doubles wins with 33
and most three-set matches won with
eight by a Clemson junior.
Other players to watch this season
''include freshman Romy Farah'who
is ranked 88th in the nation, Daniela
Alvarez who is ranked 97th, and Maria
Brito who ranked at 114 on the ITA
poll. The doubles matches will also be
exciting to watch with two Tiger doubles teams listed among the top in the
nation in the ITA doubles poll. Alvarez
and Brito are ranked 21 st and Coin and

HOKE HILL
Staff Writer

OVERHAND: Clemson senior Julie Coin smashes the ball in recent action.
Alix Lacelarie are ranked 25th.
The Lady Tigers' first match of the
2005 season is on Saturday, Jan. 29
against Virginia Tech in Blacksburg,
VA. The match will start at noon.
The men's tennis team finished out
its past season on a high note as it
ranked 25th in the final ITA poll. This
is the Tigers' highest finish since the
1997 season where they ranked 19th
overall. Coach Chuck Kriese has been
the Clemson Head Coach for almost
30 years and has led the Tigers into
the top 25 numerous times (14 to be
exact). ' •
This past season proved to be a phenomenal one as the Tigers made it to
the NCAA Final Eight and ended with
an impressive 26-12 record. The 2004
team had more wins than any other
season in 18 years.
Although the Tigers have never
advanced to the Final Four, this

upcoming season certainly looks
promising with returning all-stars
like Jermaine Jenkins and Nathan
Thompson. Jenkins, a junior from
College Park, Ga. and his doubles
teammate Thompson, a senior from
Baltimore, Md. were both made AllAmericans in 2004 Doubles. The duo
finished the season with a 24-20 record
overall.
Both returning players will continue
to be a huge asset to the 2005 season
and hopefully the Tigers will continue
to build on the achievements that they
have already made.
The men's tennis team will hold
its first match here in Clemson
on Saturday, Jan. 22 against Troy
University at 9 a.m.

Over the past month, the
Clemson Lady Tiger basketball
team has played seven games,
in which they won three and lost
four, taking their record to 7-8
overall for the season.
The team took a three-game
road trip in the middle of
December, traveling to Wagner,
Rutgers and Ole Miss. The Lady
Tigers defeated Wagner 80-50, and
then lost to Rutgers and Ole Miss
by scores of 66-51 and 67-54,
respectively.
"The Tigers beat Wagner handily and played very well in our
loss to Rutgers, now a nationally
ranked team. We had a really competitive game with Rutgers, even
though we did come up short,"
head coach Jim Davis said. "Ole
Miss is a very solid basketball
team, and we didn't play nearly
as well. It was the third game in
the road trip and we didn't have
any legs."
The Lady Tigers returned to
Clemson on Jan. 2 for a game
against
Georgetown,
which
Clemson won, 71-62.
Davis said, "We came back on
Jan. 2 and had a really good win
against Georgetown, a team from
the Big East. We played very well
in that game, especially in the
second half." Clemson continued
winning at home in their season
opener against N.C. State with
a score of 78-65. According to
Davis, the Lady Tigers played
their best basketball of the season.

"It was probably our best overall performance of the season.
We controlled the boards against
them, really defended well, and
had good balance scoring, so
it was, by far, our best overall
game" he said.
Following their back-to-back
wins at home, the Lady Tigers
had to travel to Florida State and
to Virginia, in which they could
not pull off a coveted ACC road
win. They lost to Florida State,
68-57, then lost to Virginia, 6849.
"We lost a disappointing game
to Florida State on our home
court for our first ACC loss.
We didn't defend the paint very
well in either the Florida State or
Virginia games, so that was probably the most glaring weakness
that we had in those two games,"
said Davis.
The Lady Tigers are led in
scoring on the season by junior
transfer Reggie Maddox, who is
averaging 10.1 points per game.
Maddox also leads the team in
assists (4.4) and steals (27) per
game.
Junior Amanda White leads the
team in rebounding with 6.5 per
game, in blocks with 14 for the
season, and in field goal percentage at 46.1 percent.
Clemson is currently tied for
seventh place in the conference
alongside Georgia Tech, Wake
Forest and N.C. State.
The Lady Tigers will travel
to Winston-Salem to play Wake
Forest Sunday afternoon, and
then play at Georgia Tech on
Wednesday.
Their next game at Littlejohn
Coliseum will be against the
Miami Hurricanes on Monday,
Jan. 31 at 7 pm.
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CLEMSON'
UNIVERSITY

DEADLINE TO APPLY FOR
MAY 2005 GRADUATION
IS FEBRUARY 2, 2005

Came tee what She
Meaith Education
(9{4ice can da fax you!
Maci what we can
McCp you with...

Undergraduates who plan to graduate on
May 13, 2005, should:
1) Obtain a diploma application from Enrolled Student
Services, 104 Sikes Hall for undergraduate students
and 104D Sikes Hall for graduate students.
2) Make fee payments) in Bursar's Office.
3) Return completed application to Enrolled Student
Services, 104 Sikes for undergraduate students and
104D Sikes Hall for graduate students.
Note: Providing the information requested on the
application, paying any fees, and returning the
completed application to Enrolled Student Services
properly notifies the University that you desire to be a
candidate for graduation.

Birth Control / Condoms

Nutrition

Sexuality

Eating Disorders

Sexual Assault

Time Management

Sexual Harassment

Stress Management

STI's

Sleep Habits

Alcohol Responsibility

Cultural Diversity

Smoking Cessation

HIV Testing

Additional Notes
The May ceremonies will occur on Friday, May 13 in
Littlejohn Coliseum.
Anyone applying after the announced dates will be
charged an initial fee of $25 with an additional
charge of $5 each day thereafter.

Our offices are on the ground floor of Redfern Health Center.
No appointment necessary. Call 656-1823 or e-mail
goree@clemson.edu for more info!!
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Tigers finalizing great recruiting class
Offensive commitments
ready to contribute in
upcoming season.
CHASE ELDRIDGE

Staff Writer
Tommy Bowden is close to
wrapping up his sixth signing class
to date, one that could prove to be
his most talented across the board
since his arrival in 1999. This
class, currently ranked No. 15 by
Rivals.com, has addressed needs
in all areas, including commitments
from five offensive linemen, five
defensive linemen, three athletes
and two players each at the wide
receiver, tight end, linebacker and
defensive back positions.
In this edition of The Tiger's
recruiting update, we will focus
solely on offensive recruiting.
Cris Ard, recruiting analyst and
publisher of Tigerlllustrated.com
provided a few comments on the
2005 recruiting campaign. "Tommy
Bowden will have to lean on this
class more so than any other since
2001. There are over a half-dozen
prospects who may play as true
freshmen, particularly on the offensive line and at receiver where a
bevy of high profile recruits are
committed," said Ard.
Bowden and staff appear to be
done on the offensive front. The
headliner of the offensive commitments is without question running
back James Davis, out of Douglass
High School in Atlanta. Davis,
who stands in at 6'0," 207 pounds,
brings the perfect combo of size
and strength to the table. "James
Davis, the nation's No. 6 prospect
at his position, is the highest rated

running back to ever commit to
Clemson in the Tommy Bowden
era. Davis, who will play as a
true freshman, stands to become
the 2005 class headliner, and is yet
another of several national recruits
Bowden acquired this winter."
Speedy
tailback
Demerick
Chancellor out of Miami is athletic
enough to play a number of positions on both sides of the ball.
The Tigers have really racked
up at wide receiver this year, as
they have commitments from four
players who will have a chance to
contribute as true freshmen.
Rendrick Taylor, out of Marlboro
County in Bennettsville is ranked
as
Tigerlllustrated.corn's No.
5 player in the state of South
Carolina. Taylor, who is noted for
his physicality, stands in at 6'1,"
210 pounds.
Wide receiver T.J. Williams out
of Leon High School in Tallahassee
has been dubbed a playmaker by
many and should dazzle Tiger fans
for many years to come.
Athletes Tyler Grisham and
Terrell Smith both hail from
Alabama and may or may not play
wide receiver in college. Both are
expected to begin their careers at
receiver but may eventually find
themselves on the defensive side
of the ball.
The Tigers lost starting tight end
Ben Hall to graduation this year,
but they have two commitments
from Paul Muse and Durrell Barry.
Muse is from Jacksonville, Fla. and
ranks as the No. 18 tight end in the
nation. Barry is a holdover commitment from the 2003 class and has
spent the past season at Fork Union
Prep School in Va.
It is often said that games are

COURTESVTlGERILLlJSreATED.COM

BIG RECRUIT: Clemson commitment Cory Lambert surveys the Death Valley playing surface before a game last
season. Lambert is but one of the stellar recruits in this year's class.
won and lost in the trenches, and Belton-Honea Path. Lambert and play offensive tackle for the Tigers.
the Tigers have definitely addressed Grant will most likely play offenJames Davis and Rendrick Taylor
that need this off-season with com- sive tackle at Clemson. Austin are both rated as four-star playmitments from five offensive line- will most likely play guard, while ers by Rivals.com and are both
men.
Humphries could play guard or amongst the top 20 rated players at
The Tigers have bagged com- center for the Tigers.
their respective positions.
mitments from four in-state prosQuentez Ruffin of Tallahassee
Running back Mike Davis out
pects, including Cory Lambert rounds out the offensive linemen of Columbia remains a possibilof Greenville, Thomas Austin commits. Ruffin is a high school ity for this year's class, as well as
of Camden, Jamarcus Grant of teammate of wide receiver commit Greenville High School running
Mullins and Barry Humphries of T.J. Williams and is projected to back Travil Jamison.

Track teams compete Leinart opts to stay at
Southern
Cal
over
NFL
in Lexington meet
Linkenauger wins high jump as
Tigers post impressive performances
against national foes.
KRISTEN MCKENNA

Staff Writer
The Clemson men's and women's track teams
competed in the Kentucky Invitational this past
weekend in Lexington. The Tigers faced competition from many universities across the country,
including Michigan State, Auburn and ACC
rival Georgia Tech.
On the men's team, Adam Linkenauger proved
to be the Tiger's top performer in the field events
by winning the high jump competition with a
clearance of 7'0.25." Also competing in the field
events were Derek Gilson, who earned runnerup honors in the shot put, and Danny Alge, who
placed 11th in the weight throw.
Ronald Richards led the Tigers in the running
events, finishing 10th in the 60-meter dash with a
time of 6.89 and 9th in the 200-meter dash event
with a time of 21.73. Also competing in the 60meter event along with Richards was teammate
George Kitchens, and in the 200-meter race
Robert Ibeh placed right behind Richards with
a 10th place finish.
Itay Magidi and Brent Hobbs achieved per-

MATTHEW RYAN

sonal-bests in the 3000-meter and the 60-meter
hurdles, respectively. Magidi placed 2nd with
a time of 8:14.40, and Hobbs finished his race
with a time of 8.13 and placed 4th.
The Lady Tigers also had a number of noteworthy performances in the meet, both in the
running and track events. Specifically, the "A,"
"B" and "C" Clemson 1600-meter relay teams
finished second, 5th and 12th, respectively. The
school record set by the 1600-meter relay team
in 2000 was broken by the same team with a time
of 9:13.2. The previous record was 9:32.27.
In the individual running events, there were
many strong performances, including Randi
Hinton's 7th place finish in the 60-meter dash,
and Silja Ulfarsdottir led nine of her teammates
in the 200-meter dash, with a time of 24.31 and
finishing 2nd.
Ulfarsdottir was also the leading Lady Tiger
finisher in the 60-meter hurdles, coming in 6th
place. Jelyn Quick placed just ahead of teammate Polly Hardy in the high hurdles with their
9th and 10th place finishes.
In the women's field events, Katrina Moultrie
led Clemson in the long jump with a mark of
17'5.25."
In the pole vault, Sara Young and Beth Jordan
placed 2nd and 4th in their event, and both tied
their personal-best performances.
Next up for the Tigers is the Clemson
Invitational this weekend, Jan. 21 and 22.

HAND-OFF: Larry Griffin receives the baton from a teammate during the 4x100 meter relay in a
meet at the Rock Norman Track Complex.

Daily Trojan (U. Southern California)
The USC Trojans will "fight on" next year
in search of an unprecedented third straight
national championship with quarterback Matt
Leinart at the helm.
Leinart announced on Friday that he would
bypass the National Football League draft and
return for his final season at USC.
"Ultimately, I had to do what will make me
happy," Leinart said. "I have announced I will
be coming back for my final season at SC."
While many sports writers quested
Leinart's decision in which he is willing to
give up millions of dollars in the pros and
being the possible No. 1 draft choice, Leinart
made it clear that his heart and ultimately his
happiness is at USC.
"I think college football and this whole
atmosphere here, and being with my friends
and teammates that I have been with for
four years is ultimately more satisfying and
will make me happier than any amount of
money."
A smiling coach Pete Carroll said he
believed all along that Leinart really wanted
to come back to USC.
"Matt has always known he wanted to
come back and be with his teammates,"
Carroll said.
Carroll said that the coaches presented him
with both sides to the decision fairly, weighing both the positives and negatives.
After going 25-1 as a starter, collecting
two national championships and a Heisman
Trophy, Leinart is still motivated to play college football.
"There is a lot that drives me," Leinart said.
"Motivation to come back and work harder.
... Being a part of the USC family, there is
nothing like it."
Although there is the possibility for injury
next season, Leinart said he is not worried
about it, and that it had no bearing on his
decision.
"I don't ever play scared," Leinart said as
Carroll knocked on the wood of the podium.
In making his decision Leinart consulted
the coaching staff, his teammates, family
members and even NFL quarterbacks Ben
Roethlisberger of the Pittsburgh Steelers and
former Trojan and Heisman award-winning
quarterback Carson Palmer, before arriving to
his decision on Friday.

While USC did receive some more
good news when punter Tom Malone also
announced that he would be returning for his
final season, the Trojans could not lure AilAmerican linebacker Lofa Tatupu back.
"I feel confident in declaring eligible for
the 2005 NFL draft," Tatupu said. "It was a
choice that was in my heart, and I am very
excited to announce."
Carroll was obviously disappointed to lose
Tatupu, who led the Trojans in tackles in each
of the last two seasons.
"We are going to miss Lofa Tatupu,"
Carroll said.
"He meant a lot to his teammates, he meant
a lot to the staff ... whether I agree with the
decision or not it doesn't matter we support
the heck out of our guys."
It was reported that a major reason why
Tatupu decided to try his hand in the NFL
because he felt entering the draft was what
was best for him and for his family, who are
currently having financial problems.
While the money and the chance to play in
the NFL were also tempting for Malone, he
said being at USC for another season was just
too good to pass up.
"It is a dream of everyone to play on
Sundays," Malone said.
"But after thinking about it I am excited to
come back for another year at 'SC. It is too
hard to leave right now with everything going
on and what we have started ... it is a once in
a lifetime opportunity."
Malone then jokingly said that "nowhere
else could a punter get a press conference."
Carroll was extremely happy to have
Malone and his 44-yard average coming back
for next season because, as he said, "there
isn't anybody that likes to see that ball fly
more than I do."
But if it is up to Matt Leinart the only balls
that will be flying through the air next season
will be his passes.
"Tommy might only punt 10 times next
year," Leinart said jokingly.
The Trojans just might be that good next
year with the wealth of talent they have coming back, and Carroll recognized the uniqueness of the situation these players are in.
"This is the time of their lives, and I would
hate for them to cut it short and miss out on
the opportunity," Carroll said.
"We should be even better. We have a lot of
talent coming back."
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Inaugural ceremonies appropriate for the occasion
On Thursday, if all went well, President
Bush placed his left hand on a Bible,
raised his right hand and took the oath
of office in our nation's fifty-fifth inauguration
ceremony. The oath itself is only forty words
and usually takes seconds to administer, but
the inaugural festivities span days.
Three candlelight dinners preceded the
inauguration and no fewer than nine balls
were planned for afterwards. Concerts,
fireworks, a parade and prayer ceremonies
rounded out the official events. Given the
bitterness of the election and current events,
many people have questioned whether a $40
million celebration spanning four days is
appropriate for our nation and for our time.
While the president was celebrating his
election victory with lavish balls and parties,
American troops were risking their lives on
foreign soil to give Iraqis the chance just to
hold elections.
While the nation was spending more on
an inauguration than it originally was going
to contribute to tsunami relief, entire towns
were suffering from the aftermath of one of
the worst natural disasters in history. Over
160,000 people were killed by the December
tsunami and many more are still threatened
by disease and famine.
Private donors are mainly responsible for
the estimated $40 million cost of the inauguration itself, but, in our post 9/11 world,
Washington DC must come up with $12 million to pay for security. The cash-strapped
city will most likely have to dip into its
homeland security fund to cover costs.
Critics argue that the inauguration should
be toned down out of respect for the sacrifices our troops are making and for the suffering in the Indian Ocean rim. Is it really

appropriate to be partying in Washington
while our soldiers face suicide bombers and
millions of people desperately try to rebuild
their lives?
The critics make good points. However,
while these events demand our attention and
our action, they should not dictate how we go
about our life as a nation. We should be and
we are supporting our soldiers and providing
relief to the tsunami victims, but we can still
have a little fun while we do so.
Very little of the money raised for the inauguration festivities would have gone to tsunami relief instead. These contributors were not

shopping around for charities to support; they
wanted to make political contributions.
Holding muted and somber celebrations
would not bring our troops home any quicker
nor make their lives overseas any easier.
They are deployed overseas fighting for the
same freedom to self-govern that we celebrated with the inauguration festivities.
Not only was this year's inauguration
designed to honor the military, it, as with all
inaugurations, served to celebrate our democratic system. The saying goes that we get to
overthrow our government every four years.
We don't always have the most choices in

these revolutions, but we certainly have more
say in our government than most do.
This year saw a long and bitter struggle for
the presidency. It started earlier than most,
it cost more than ever and tens of thousands
of activists got involved, but in the end our
country emerged intact and with a clearly
chosen leader. Nearly half the voters preferred someone else, but in four short years
we can pick again.
That is what we are really celebrating in
this year's inauguration ceremonies. Yes,
President Bush won the election and yes,
he threw a bunch of parties for his supporters, but they deserved it. They fought a long
and hard political campaign and either side
would be expected to celebrate a little. Yes,
the theme, speeches, parade and balls were
politically motivated, but again, that is the
reality of politics.
No matter what the state of the world, our
president's inauguration should be special.
There should be pomp and ceremony and the
rest of the world should take notice. After all,
the leader of America is still the leader of the
free world and our country is still a beacon of
hope for millions everywhere.
If we have to put up with a little politics
or excessiveness every now and then, that's
okay. It's the price we pay for having what
is still the best political system in the world.
If the District of Columbia has to pay a little
more for security, that's okay too. It's the
price it pays for hosting the seat of American
government.
The opinions expressed in this editorial are written by
the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may not represent
the individual view of any particular member.
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Should the presidential inauguration ceremonies
be toned down in light of current events?

Hayley Rounds

"Yes, Bush is overindulging in the inauguration.
There are so many families suffering that efforts
should be more focused on
recognizing and helping
them."

seconday education
sophomore

Andrea Robillard

"This is the second time
around for the president.
Celebrate, but don't overspend. Pay attention to a
more just cause."

industrial engineering

"Regardless of the tragic
tsunami, that much money
should not be spent on a
celebration.
Eric Harney

computer science
junior

"Presidnet Bush is display
ing a lack of respect towards disaster victims by
requiring so much money
for the inauguration. He
should scale down and
give as much as possible"
Arielle Owens

textile management
sophomore

"Seeing as how the lowest
contribution is $25,000,
Bush is doing nothing but
put the U.S. farther into
debt."
Christian Hudson

computer information
systems
sophomre

"If spending this much
money is going to increase
the economy of the
country, then the dollar
amount has justification.
Otherwise, there are other
countries abroad, besides
tsunami victims, that could
use aid."
Karan Sakhuja

computer engineering
junior

Let's go that extra step
This winter break presented a embraced me anyway. Now, five
unique opportunity to me: I short semesters later I'm blessed
got the chance to sleep. And with friends who will still be there
relax. And sleep some more. Things I for me years down the road. I've
seemingly hadn't done since August. found somewhere I can truly call
I had some minor back surgery (noth- home and I know it will be there
ing major, I'm fine) that forced to lie for me throughout my life.
around and do nothing while I recovI usually don't make New Year's
ered. This turned out to be a blessing resolutions, but since I didn't have
in disguise. I swear I spent half the anything better to do, I thought
time between finals and
about the little things
Christmas asleep!
BRIAN EYINK I could do in my day
After I recovered
Interim to day life that could
from way too many
Opinions make this place even
all-nighters during the
Editor better. After all,
Clemson has given
semester, I had another
realization: Lying
me so much that I
around all day gets
would be remiss not
really boring. I tried to
to give back. That's
hang out with friends, but all my true
what family does.
friends were halfway across the counI'm sure everyone has given at
try. I went looking for some good bars, least some thought to what they
but nothing felt as "right" as downwant to do this semester. As you
work to fulfill your own resolutown. I tried to go throw a Frisbee ,
tions, think about this wonderful
but St. Louis is downright cold in the
winter. Don't get me wrong, I like St.
place around you. Think about
Clemson and how we all can make
Louis and there are few things more
enjoyable than watching a Cardinals
it even better just by going the
game in the summer, but the place just extra step. It really doesn't take
much. Talk to the person you see
wasn't feeling right this time.
in the hallway every day before
It all started making sense, though,
when someone asked me where I
class but never say hello to. Go
lived. "Central," I replied without even up to the group that's obviously a
family looking at Clemson and ask
thinking. After I took ten minutes to
explain where in the world Central,
if they need directions or tell them
what you did in design class that
South Carolina was, I realized that I
day (seriously). Go the extra step to
really do call this place home now.
smile and thank the CAT bus driver
I've come to expect my tea sweet, I
know downtown Greenville better than and the person who made your
sandwich. Get to know a couple of
downtown St. Louis and I even own
your professors outside the classmy first pair of boots!
room.
On top of all those things, I've
These little steps really don't
just become comfortable at Clemson.
take much but help make Clemson
There's something special here.
that much better. There is a lot of
Whether it's the hills or the people,
talk about making Clemson a Top
I'm not sure. Probably some of both.
20 public university and it all deals
But I do know I call this place home
with rubrics and numbers, as it
and Clemson my adopted family.
must, but each student going out of
As I sat around being bored, I
reflected back on all this and realhis or her way to make life a little
more pleasant will be what really
ized how lucky I am. I came halfway
across the country to go to school
makes Clemson the best.
here and I arrived knowing absolutely
nobody. I was a cocky Midwestern
Brian Eyink is a junior majoring in
city boy who thought he was too good
Economics. E-mail comments to
for this place. Clemson didn't care and letters@ TheTigerNews. com.
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In the past few years, I have
And the prices aren't getsadly noticed a steep decline in ting any cheaper. The Charlotte
professional sports. This disap- Bobcats are having a new downpointment comes from no one sport town arena built to replace the
in particular, but rather from all now New Orleans Hornets' old
around the athletic world. Before I Coliseum, which will drive ticket
prices through the
go any further, allow
roof (but I'm sure
me to say that I am
DAMON it will be retractan avid sports fan
ANDREWS able). The funny
myself, but whether
Guest thing, though, is
you have the ESPN
Columnist that the Bobcats
plan for every sport
&
and Hornets have
or just like hearing
the two lowest
the scores in the
attendance records
coffee shop, some
in the NBA this
incidents from the
past few years have to be disap- year. What a great use of money,
Charlotte!
pointing to you.
Publicity stunts are the only
Where has basketball gone?
What happened to the sport that
things that give me more indigestion than a bowl of hot bean chili.
was mastered by players makRecently, the Lakers played the
ing sky hook shots and no-look
Rockets and prior to the game,
passes? Has this same sport been
transformed to a game of oneKobe Bryant and Tracy MacGrady
on-one plays and "street ball"?
each announced that for every
Have the greats like Larry Bird
point they scored, they would
and Julius Irving been replaced by
donate $ 1000 to the tsunami relief
thugs like Allen Iverson, who has
foundation. So say they both have
produced controversial and explicit outstanding, 50-point games. Do
rap albums, and Kobe Bryant, who you think that a lousy fifty grand
was only recently acquitted of rape means anything to either of those
charges? To top all this off, the
guys? I would much rather see
NBA (National Brawl Association) them each donate that money quiis now infamously known as the
etly, without announcing it to the
league with the worst fight in
television viewers. It's obvious
professional sports' history thanks
they are trying to build an image
to Indiana Pacer Ron Artest, who
(Kobe especially) by making their
climbed the scorer's table to strike
contributions publicly. When playa fan.
ers like Alex Rodriguez make over
My prediction is that the home$10,000 per swing at the plate, I
run record for baseball will be
think that a little more sizeable
104 by the year 2010. Sound
contribution could be expected
if it's going to be announced on
ridiculous? That guess isn't really
that far out of the ballpark as long
national television (although Kobe
as baseball players keep pumpmight need money for lawyer
ing themselves with steroids. Big
fees).
names such as Barry Bonds, Jason
There you have it—just a few
Giambi and Gary Sheffield have
things to think about next time you
all been accused of using perforcatch a Yankees game or see Ben
mance-enhancing drugs to hit the
Wallace of the Pistons making a
dunk. What professional athletes
long ball. Where have you gone,
Joe DiMaggio?
need more than a good coach is
Three upper level tickets: $60.
a strict babysitter following them
Two hot dogs and nachos: $15.
around making sure they don't
Souvenir program: $5. Let's see,
make a mess of themselves. I have
for a dad to take his two children
just one more question for you:
to a sporting event, it costs around
who do you predict will win the
$80, and that's if you're sitting in
Stanley Cup this year? My point
the section where you need oxygen exactly.
masks to breathe. The sports that
used to draw that common sports
Damon Andrews is a freshman in
fan have now become white-collar engineering. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
events.

LET YOUR VOICE
BE HEARD!
The Tiger wants you to be able to express your opinions
in its pages, and this semester there will once again be
multiple opportunities for you to make this happen on a
regular basis.
While not all submissions of either form will gain entry
into The Tiger right away, some may be held for publication at a later date, as soon as space and other considerations allow. In addition to letters to the editor, there
are two primary ways to express your opinions on the
Opinions pages of The Tiger:
Point Counterpoint topics
are announced one issue in
advance. Arguments will be
accepted for both the "Yes"
and "No" sides of the issue.
Submissions should be 400500 words in length. Next
issue's Point Counterpoint
will be "Should the U.S. be
doing more to aid the tsunami relief effort? "
Submissions will be
checked for authenticity
and may be edited for clarity and grammar. The Tiger
reserves the right to print
and/or edit all submissions.
Send letters to our U.S.
Mail address or e-mail them
to letters@TheTigerNews.
com.
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Pro sports loosing their luster

Point Counterpoint
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Tigers Talk
Tigers Talk pieces are
guest columns printed on
the regular Opinions pages
of The Tiger. Guest columns can run anywhere
from 600-800 words and
can be on any topic the
writer chooses. No more
than one guest column will
run each week, but submissions may be held for subsequent weeks.
Columns will be checked
for authenticity and may be
edited for clarity and grammar. The Tiger reserves the
right to print and/or edit all
submissions. Send letters
to our U.S. Mail address or
e-mail to letters@TheTiger
News.com.

On Fike, weddings, and loofahs
I apologize in advance if this
column sucks...Much like
me, it was conceived during
an acoustic performance of the
Spider-Man theme and an argument
about whether or not chocolate and
vanilla cancel like positive and
negative numbers.
Why can't I pick an easy New
Year's Resolution, like drinking
beer only on days
that end in 'y'?
Every year at the
start of second
semester, I decide
it's time to get in
shape, and by "get
in shape," I mean
^ j
"work out for a
few days before
reverting back to my usual lazy
routine of eating pizza and watching SportsCenter in my underwear." Lately I've been going to
Fike, and I'm wondering if any of
you have noticed the following:
1) The amount of makeup worn
by girls "exercising" on the elliptical machines is directly related to
whether they are looking for a husband or a smaller waist size.
2) Guys only use the first row
of elliptical machines, which is
conveniently hidden under the
entranceway and stairwell. There
are two reasons for this: 1) To
minimize the shame inherent in
using an elliptical machine. 2) To
ensure a quality rear view of other
elliptical machine users.
3) Clemson will never be a top
20 public university if a sign is
required to tell students that running 10 laps around a 1/10 mile
track is the same as running one
mile. Top 20 public elementary
school, on the other hand, here we
come!
4) With the emergency alarm
sounding every 30 seconds for no
apparent reason, I will almost certainly burn alive if a fire ever starts
in Fike.
5) Guys like me (150 pound
weaklings) will never feel comfort-

able in the free weights area with
the beefy, burly men. We belong
elsewhere in Fike, like on the
elliptical machines or in the TV
lounge watching reruns of "Sex in
the City."
Rings, engagements, and weddings oh my! The older I get, the
more people I know who are married, engaged, nearly engaged, or
denying that they
are nearly engaged.
In fact, last week
MATT
I received my
WILLIAMS
very first wedding
Columnist
announcement/
invitation, and ever
since I've been
crossing my fingers
that I can share in
their wedding bliss while taking
advantage of an open bar.
I also perused the happy couple's
gift registry and was disappointed
by what I saw: kitchen appliances,
pots and pans, bedding, Egyptian
cotton towels ... you know, all
the usual junk newlyweds think
they need. Where were the video
games, the electronic gizmos, or
the sex products? You can bet my
gift registry will include Grand
Theft Auto 4, a chainsaw, and a
bottle of Astroglide.
Give me another year of wearing a baseball cap and flip flops
to work or give me death... With
no interest whatsoever in securing
gainful employment, I, like many
of you, have been applying to
graduate schools. This process has
consisted of the following steps:
1) Find a school with a good
football team.
2) Determine all of the required
application materials and where
they must be sent via wishful
thinking, the chanting of religious
mantra and a crystal ball. (Also
known as "hours of internet
searches.")
3) Send transcripts, letters of
recommendation, statements of
purpose, application fees (and by
"application fees" I mean "your

life savings"), GRE scores, baby
pictures, dental records, and a
DNA sample to each school.
4) Rinse and repeat.
Apparently I'm a loofah
man... I spent last weekend visiting my girlfriend, a December
graduate, in Atlanta. While there,
I discovered she had purchased a
variety of items to make me feel at
home including a toothbrush, contact lens case, "active sport" (read:
"guy-approved") soap, and ... a
frog loofah?
Yes, that's right - a frog loofah,
as in a loofah with a frog face and
frog feet. I tried to shower, but
that bright green amphibian cleaning puff stared at me with his big,
dumb eyes while I was at my most
naked and vulnerable. I felt violated on so many levels that I did
what any self respecting guy would
do -1 ran his froggy face all over
my nether regions.
In addition to her expectations
that I wash myself with a frog
loofah, this weekend she also
respectfully requested (and by
"respectfully requested" I mean
"demanded") that I put the toilet
seat down. As we all know, the
Guy Code™ states, in addition to
"Thou Shall Not Exercise on an
Elliptical Machine," that "Thou
Shall Put the Toilet Seat Down." I
stood my ground - in the name of
guys everywhere - and I won.. .1
think. (It really is easier to pee sitting down, anyway.)
And finally... I tried not to let
this column suck, but I spent most
of my time this week contemplating whether chocolate and vanilla
combine to form vanillate or choconilla.
(Credit is due to Pete Fiutak of
collegefootballnews.com for his
"Calvacade of Whimsy" column format.)
Matt Williams is a senior who
does not actually pee sitting down.
Email comments to letters@TheTig
erNews.com.

Letters
to the EDITOR
Thanks for the support
Playing in the NFL has been
a life long dream, but nothing
compares to my time at Clemson
University.
Your loyalty and support of the
Clemson football program made
my college experience something I
shall never forget.
I want to take this opportunity to
thank each and everyone of you for
your support throughout my college
career.
Let's keep the Clemson tradition
strong both in college and the NFL.
Justin Miller #9
Go Tigers!
Textbooks should present theories without apology
I'm sick and tired of hearing professors tell me "you can believe in
creation, and that's ok, but here is
the real science - evolution".
For science to be objective,
shouldn't we present all possible
options and show the supporting
evidence for each of them? This
would allow each student to consider the evidence and make up
their own mind.
It amazes me that theory of evolution can be taught as if there no
other valid explanations for the origin of the life. Many science teachers balk at the idea of even admitting the possibility of an intelligent
designer, saying that it is outside
the realm of science.
However, ever since 4th grade
I have been taught that science
makes verifiable conclusions made
from observations. Both the scientist and the creationist have the
same set of data, yet both manage
to interpret it in different ways.
You can choose whether to attri-

bute life to an intelligent designer
or to a process of natural selection.
Why don't we show evidence for
both theories and leave the conclusion up to the individual?
Joshua Fraser
computer science
junior
Hamilton should rethink columns
The First Amendment encourages imagination and the display
of its fruits. The freedom fighter
of speech, the First Amendment
protects the power of the pen. It is
this safeguard that has spawned the
dilemma of young Hamilton Parks.
I admit that I have not conducted
adequate research. As a result, I
am unaware of the process that has
deeded Hamilton an editorial plot
every week or so. What I do know
is so far we have been saturated
with...
1. Red herring logic for the larceny of state owned masonry.
2. Fifty (50) tactics for ignoring
visually average females dependent
on institutional nourishment.
I propose "Five Ways to Handle
Hamilton." Although a disclaimer
is unnecessary, I want the intent of
this opinion to be sparkling clear. It
is easy to criticize others especially
without the privilege of acquaintance. It is harder to help. I prefer
the latter.
5. Stop reading The Tiger. No
way!!! The Tiger is a critical outlet
for the student body's voice, and it
should be heard. The same could
be said for avoiding The Tiger's
editorial page. To often in haste, we
ignore matters that irritate us. There
must be a better way to help.
4. Eliminate Hamilton's Column.
Another unfortunate alternative.
Hamilton was obviously selected
on the merits of his creativity and

talents. He should continue writing. I am sure his finest work is yet
to come. I intend on reading his
upcoming work.
3. Curb Negativity. Embedded
in his text are the following: "I
hate parking services", "Suggest
that they go play in traffic", and
"Set them on fire". Hate and violence are powerful and extreme.
However, neither exists for dealing
with the trivia of life. Success is
shadow closely by being positive.
2. Reverse Roles. A wise man
once told me to always put myself
in another shoes before ridiculing
anyone or anything. It was a valuable lesson. Imagine the feelings
of the parking service employees,
regardless of their perceived ineptness. Just like all the students,
parking services is attempting to do
their best. As for females, for every
cold shoulder you expose expect
the same in return.
1. Understand the Value of the
Opportunity. Envision your editorials as appendices to your resume.
Everything that bears your signature will one day haunt you or
make you shine.
George Bunch
construction science and management department
Letters to the editor should
be no longer than 400 words.
They must include the
author's name, hometown
and phone number (or e-mail
address). All letters will be
checked for authenticity and
may be edited for clarity
and grammar. THE TIGER
reserves the right to print or
edit all submissions. Send
letters to our U.S. Mail
address or e-mail them to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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In face of tragedy,
remember we are lucky

from the EDITOR'SrfesA:

CAROLINE STONE

Do you ever have those days
when you feel so incredibly
small and helpless, like the
world is spinning
completely out of
control and you are
standing completely
still, utterly incapable
of making sense of
any of it?
I was in Starbucks
on Sunday morning, December 26,
2004, waiting for my coffee when
I saw the news on the television,
announcing the disaster in Asia. In
the following days, as the numbers
mounted and the death toll climbed,
I was left in awe of the world I live
in.
Story after story, I was glued
to my television, watching as one
mother told of her forced decision
about which of her children to hold
on to, as a man spoke of the room
from which he was swept, a room
from which he is the sole known
survivor.
The disaster forced me to do a
lot of thinking, as well as ask a lot
of questions. I was in New York
City the week after school let out
for break. We thought the disaster
that occurred there more than three
years ago was insurmountable. We
have since whined and complained
about the economy and how it has
affected airline travel and the stock
market.
I don't mean to diminish
September 11. It was an incredible
tragedy that shook the foundation
of our society and forced us to do a
lot of thinking and to come together
as a nation. My point is this—New
York City has moved on. Unless
you are looking at the skyline,
which has been altered, or you are
actually at Ground Zero, you might
very well never know what has
happened.
The people of Thailand, India,
Indonesia, and the other nations
devastated by the tsunami have no
way to rebuild, no food, no shelter,
no money.
Two days earlier, Americans all
over the place were upset because
their flights were delayed and
they had to spend the night in the
airport. It was all over the news.
While I can think of several other
ways I would prefer to spend
Christmas than waiting in an airport, global disasters such as this
one should put things into perspective for all of us.
We have no clue how good we
have it. Disasters occur here and
our nation, on the whole, goes from
being extremely rich to being very
rich. The nations affected by the
tsunami have gone from having
very little to having virtually nothing.
Maybe I just had too much time
on my hands for personal reflection
over the break, being that Clemson

was quite the ghost town, but I
thought a good bit about my life
and about our country in general.
When I see things
that I can't explain
or don't underREBECCA stand, it forces me
STEADINGS to question myself.
Columnist
We come to
college looking for a lot of
things—knowledge, wisdom,
memories, a spouse, money, a job,
prestige—and maybe it can, in
part, give us those things. But life
teaches us lessons that no Ph.D.
can and forces us to ask things of
ourselves that a Ph.D. can never
answer.
With globalization and the
growth of technology, the situation is a bit ironic. The technology
that allows us to see the disaster
almost first-hand is the same technology that could have prevented
the tsunami from causing such
staggering loss of life in the first
place.
Again, I am struck at the nature
of our country and how spoiled
we are. Nonetheless, the disaster
has hit close to home, and because
of the pictures, images and voices
broadcast into our living rooms,
we all have a greater understanding of what went on and a
greater desire to help because of
it. The reality of the situation has
encroached upon our comfortable
lives.
Still, we can remove ourselves
from the situation. A click of the
remote takes us to the innocent
halls of Bayside High, or to an ad
implying that all of our dreams
will come true if we lose weight
using a certain program. Every
other station on television plays
to the new American ideals of
wealth, youth, affluence and a
shallow sense of happiness—what
I want, when I want it.
We, as Americans, have been
raised to believe that we deserve
all the best in life. If we live in a
mansion, we deserve a mansion.
If we live in a double-wide, we
deserve a mansion too, and some
entity has robbed us of it. Two
Death Valleys full of people died
in the tsunami, and despite all the
aid that has gone out, we're still
complaining about our food taking
too long.
As I reflected on this past year,
I gained a little perspective. So
somewhere between Firehouse,
English 209, the ten-minute
break at your apartment, and your
favorite TV show, remember how
blessed we really are, and what
all we have been given. We do,
indeed, have it all.
Rebecca Steadings is a junior in
political science. E-mail comments
to letters@TheTigerNews.com.

Another semester is already
well on its way.
It can be difficult to
get back into the swing of things
— schedules, meetings waking up
earlier than most of us would prefer. But the beginning of the semester,
at least before the
first tests, is always
exciting for me.
In most of my
classes, we discuss,
debate, argue and
analyze different
topics. During these
discussions, it's often helpful to
focus on interpretation and definition.
There are daily examples in
which it's helpful to keep in mind
this distinction between individual
and shared definitions.
This past Wednesday, for
instance, one of my professors
asked us each to tell the class our
name, major and year in school.
It was a pretty typical first day
stuff but even something mundane
causes problems if we do not have
a shared definition.
The phrase in question: "year
in school." When several of the
students in my class, folks who
are in the second half of their first
year of college, answered that
they were sophomores, I understood that they were not purposely
attempting to confuse or mislead
everyone else. Their definition
of "year in school" was based on
credit hours, not on time spent in
college.
I don't think these students ever
took a course, signed a form, or
were otherwise instructed on a
proper definition. It's definitely
open to debate whether or not they
were correct.
However, when most people
share a definition which creates
expectations for behavior, violations of these expectations which
masquerade as compliance are
called false advertising.
It's like one of my favorite
Seinfeld episodes. The foursome
discovers a new yogurt shop
which sells the best-tasting fat-free
yogurt ever. They can't believe it
is fat free. And, about fifteen minutes of hilarious nonsense later,
they discover it's not.
Sometimes though, violations of
shared expectations aren't funny
or mundane. One such violation
has been on my mind for several
weeks now.
When I learned that Armstrong
Williams had accepted over $200
thousand to promote No Child Left
Behind, my first thought was that
my mother would be crushed.
Unlike my mother, I'm not distraught because he was my favorite, I'm distraught because he was

a member of the press.
I think others are distraught and
unsettled as well, not only over
the ethical implications of this
situation for certain members of
the government but also over the
potential absence of
shared definitions
between the reading
public and members
of the press.
In an interview
after his deeds
came to light,
Armstrong said
that he wasn't a
journalist so he didn't have to be
objective. I agree with that. But,
the problem with his definition lies
elsewhere.
In my opinion, and I hope I'm
not alone in this, not being objective, for a columnist, means being
opinionated. It does not mean
being bought and paid for.
I'm hoping that if Tribune
Media Services, which until
January 7 syndicated Williams'
column, had wanted to give a
voice to a certain organization they
would have hired someone directly
from that organization, in this case
the Education Department. The
public would have known what
they were getting.
I believe that Tribune understands readers should know what
they are getting — because of the
readers' shared definition of "opinion" they have expectations for the
print media.
It was no secret that Armstrong
Williams was conservative. That
characteristic was the premise of
his column, but people had the
expectation that the conservative
opinions were based on his own
convictions, not a hefty flow of
cash into his bank account.
In a Jan. 9 article in USA today
Williams said he would not be giving the money back.
"That would be ludicrous," he
said, "because they bought advertising, and they got it."
I don't want him to simply
acknowledge that he did something wrong; he's already said
that he made a mistake. I want
him to acknowledge that he didn't
just realize it was wrong, that he
always knew.
I don't see this definition of ethical behavior as loose or indefinite.
I don't believe that Tribune saw
it as loose when they syndicated
Williams.
I hope he will return the money,
acknowledge the depth of his
wrongdoing and restore some of
my faith in the strength of our
shared expectations.
Caroline Stone is a junior majoring in English. E-mail comments to
letters@ The TigerNews. com.
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y^elconie to Harfs Cove
Two miles from
campus and a
world apart.

Hart's Cove

With 1,600 feet of
private shoreline, boat
slips, sand volleyball
courts, pool, fitness

Located on the shores of

center, and outdoor patio

Lake Hartwell and

with fireplace, Hart's

secluded by miles of

Cove is truly a world

hardwood forest, lies

apart. And yet, it is just

Clemson's only lakefront

two miles from campus.

student living. Hart's

From the solitude of its

Cove is a private gated

setting to the warmth of

community of spacious

its residents, Hart's Cove

two-, three-, and four-

provides an opportunity

suite condominiums.

like no other.

ir

Each suite features it own
private bath and highspeed internet access.

Comfort • Security
Seclusion
v 2-, 3-, & 4-suite condominiums
v Private baths
v High speed internet
v Secure gated entrance
v Enhanced sprinkler protection
v Lighted common areas
v 1,600 feet of private lakefront
v On-site management
v Pool, fitness center, outdoor

For more information

patio/fireplace

on leasing a suite at Hart's Cove, contact
Advantage Property Management at

864-654-3333

^

Hart's Cove
'MW
* Pending approval from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
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happier you will be and you will be more
likely to find someone who shares the same
passions as you.

ON THE

PROWL

BY GABRIELLE LAHATTE

Yes, it is that time of year again when
everyone finds something to change about
him or herself because he or she finds the
motivation he or she has been lacking at the
start of the new year. It is sad that success
rates for resolutions are so low, because they
are great goals to achieve. Losing weight or
changing something about a person's personality is common, however, people overlook
the importance of changing their attitudes
about relationships, dating and sex. Here are
few resolutions you might want to consider
trying this year:
1. Stop settling
When a person realizes he or she cannot remember the last great prospect he or
she had, things quickly begin to spiral out
of control. Why hasn't someone else come
along? Self-doubt pervades and the situation darkens as a person becomes more and
more desperate to find someone. If you ever
reach this point, STOP! If you continue to go
down this road, you will find yourself being
in non-healthy relationships, which will
only add to the vicious cycle you have created for yourself. Each new relationship only
raises more questions, without solving them.
Instead of focusing on having someone, focus
on yourself. Have fun; go out; join new clubs;
meet people! By doing things you enjoy, the
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HIV, HPV, Herpes, AIDS. STDs are a very
scary part of life, and with the increase of
sexual activity among college students, the
threat of contracting something becomes
more likely. Unfortunately, students still do
not take the proper precautions to protect
themselves. Ever since puberty, society has
lectured us about the importance of abstinence and the risky behaviors that put us
in danger of getting a sexually transmitted
disease or infection.
However many are not discouraged by the
possible consequences of having sex. This is
a personal decision, but people should accept
the responsibility of protecting themselves
and their partner. It only takes one time to
forever change your life, so please be wise
and use some form of protection. If there is
a conern about cost, just go to Redfern where
you can pick up free condoms and information about other ways to protect yourself.
If you have engaged in unsafe sex, get tested! The idea of going to Redfern is daunting,
but no one there is going to judge you; we all
make mistakes. The staff at Redfern is supportive and is only there to help.
3. Spice things up
Routines are comfortable, easy and
hassle-free, but when did anyone say it was
acceptable to get into a routine in a relationship? Relationships do not follow a plan and
should not follow a routine for that matter
either! Whatever standards you were taught
in high school about dating and the steps of a
relationship, throw them out the window. You
cannot make sweeping generalizations about

people, let alone
boil how they
interact into one
simple formula.
Yes,
dinner
and a movie is
a good idea, but
when was that
the only idea?
Be creative! Go
outdoors
and
enjoy
nature,
play
sports
together or visit
a museum.
Being spontaneous
not
only applies to
actually
going
out, but with the
physical aspect as
well. Sex should
be fun, never a
chore. If you stand
by the basics, it is
only a matter of time before the
excitement goes away and it becomes mutual
masturbation. It is not necessary to try some
crazy tantric sex move every time, but every
once in awhile, mix it up!
Just remember there are so many ways
someone can improve a relationship. By
working on improving your attitude towards
dating and sex, you will find you can get a lot
more out of relationships and will be happier
in the long run.
Any comments, questions or suggestions for
On The Prowl can be emailed to timeout@
thetigernews. com.
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Golden
Globe
Awards

and the
winners
are...
Best Picture — Drama
"The Aviator"
Best Picture — Comedy or
Musical
"Sideways"

Need a place to live?

Best Actor — Drama
Leonardo DiCaprio, "The
Aviator"
Best Actress — Drama
Hilary Swank, "Million Dollar
Baby"
Best Actor — Comedy or
Musical
Jamie Foxx, "Ray"
Best Actress — Comedy or
Musical
Annette Bening, "Being Julia"
Best Supporting Actor
Clive Owen, "Closer"
Best Supporting Actress
Natalie Portman, "Closer"

Student Government is sponsoring
the 2005 Off-Campus Housing
Fair!
Friday, Jan. 28, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. in
Hendrix Ballrooms A & B
Come check out the available
living options!

Best Director
Clint Eastwood, "Million Dollar
Baby"
Best Screenplay
"Sideways," Alexander Payne
and Jim Taylor
Best TV Show — Drama
"Nip/Tuck"
Best TV Show — Comedy
"Desperate Housewives"
Best TV Actor — Drama
Ian McShane, "Deadwood"
Best TV Actress — Drama
Mariska Hargitay, "Law &
Order: Special Victims Unit"
Best TV Actor — Comedy
Jason Bateman, "Arrested
Development"
Best TV Actress — Comedy
Teri Hatcher, "Desperate
Housewives"

We will have pizza, prizes
and free gifts!

Best TV Supporting Actor
William Shatner, "Boston
Legal"
Best TV Supporting Actress
Angelica Huston, "Iron Jawed
Anaels"
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FIVE MINUTES IN
THE CLOSET
WITH...

Least Kept
New Year's
Resolutions
AMANDA GURGANUS
Staff Writer
1. Exercising.
You always start out the year
really well; you decide to run three
miles every other day. You do it consistently for two weeks.
When you come back to school,
you are still persistent for another
week. Then classes start and you
start to think, "I have to do this
assignment and then I will run."
Then you start doing everything
you can to postpone doing the
assignment. Therefore, by the time
you actually get around to completing the assignment, it is well after
midnight and you figure you might
as well go to bed.
Then the next time you are supposed to run, it is significantly
easier to make another excuse. So,
it does not take long before the act
of exercising becomes one of those
things you really should do.
2. Keeping up with Classes.
You start the semester thinking,
"Yes, I am going to do really great
in all my classes. I am going to keep
up with all the reading and not fall
behind."
Moreover, you are even convinced that you will understand
all of the material and not just
slide your way through each class.
However, you get back to your
room, skim the syllabus and realize
that all of your teachers expect you
to do more in each than is possible
to do in a lifetime.
Then you go out with your friends
the first Friday back and waste a
perfectly good weekend to get ahead
on homework. On Sunday, you stare
at the stack of books accumulating
on your desk and seriously debate
cracking the spine of one of them.
Then there is a knock on the door
and before you know it you are in
Fike playing racquetball with some
friends. Soon you are trying desperately to keep your head above water
by doing only what you have to do
to get through each class.
3. Saving Money.
Okay, Christmas is finally over,
so now you do not have to spend

your money on everyone else anymore. You can finally buy what you
want for yourself instead of wearing
the oversize sweater your grandmother gave you so you do not hurt
her feelings.
After a relatively small shopping
trip, you decide to start the New
Year right and save money to try
to break the broke college student
stereotype. However, the first night
back, your friends want to go out to
eat and you cannot possibly say no.
Then there comes the unavoidable
downfall: schoolbooks.
You go to the bookstore, look up
all your classes and get to the checkout with your arm about to fall off
and shell out a few hundred dollars,
wincing as you sign the receipt,
realizing that all the money you did
have is gone.
4. Keeping relationships with
those at home.
It is extremely easy to get to
school and not talk to your parents
for a few weeks. You decide to do
better this year and keep at least
some track with those still on the
home front.
It is a great idea until you actually get back to school, then you
want to go party, you want to watch
movies all night or do something
without your parents putting their
two cents in.
After a short while, you realize that if you did not talk to them
before, it was probably for a reason,
and if you did talk to them, then
there is nothing to worry about.
5. Quitting a Bad Habit.
The most obvious is smoking.
Many are guilty of it even though
you know it is bad for you. So
you decide this year, again, to stop
smoking.
That is great ... and you are fine
for a little while, but then classes
start and you realize how much
work there is and then you pull your
first all-nighter to finish a paper.
Finally, you get in a fight with
your boyfriend/girlfriend. Then
you realize it may be possible to
cut back on the intake, but quitting
altogether? That may have to wait
till next year.

KELLS HILDEBRANDT
Staff Writer
Every year, I engage in a massive, full-scale apartment cleaning
effort. My first mission: the closet.
I clean out the things that don't fit,
the things that I don't wear and the
things that I don't want. I donate
these things to charily, because it
makes me feel good. It also makes
me feel good to know that I am
starting a new year with a clean,
organized closet.
This year was similar to every
other year in that I cleaned out
my wardrobe. But this year, I also
decided to attack other parts of my
room with the same cleaning vigor.
I keep receipts for everything, just
in case there is ever any question
about what I bought where and how
much it cost.

And on Jan. 7, 2005 I decided
to clean out my many boxes of
receipts. As I was cleaning out the
boxes, I started doing some math.
I decided to add up how much I
had spent on things since coming
to college.
I found out how much I paid
for books. I found out how much
I paid to keep my car running. And
I found out how much I paid for
clothes. When I pressed the sum
button on my calculator to compute the cost of clothing, I finally
understood what "shock and awe"
really means.
The number, which shall remain
between me and the calculator, was
alarming. For the same amount of
money, I could have bought a small
European sedan. For the same
amount of money, I could have
put a down-payment on a house. I
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could have started a retirement plan
for myself. I realized that at the rate
I was spending money on clothes,
I would literally be the little old
woman who lived in her shoes.
I'm not saying it would be better to not buy new clothing, but as
I looked at the pile of clothes going
to the donations center, I started
thinking about what's important.
I started thinking about what is
important not just in fashion, but
in life.
In short, my New Year's resolution is to become a better steward of
my own lifestyle. It's not just about
spending less, it's about spending
better. This year, I want to spend
money on things that truly matter.
I'm not going to say what those
things are, because they're different for each person, and hopefully
this article will inspire someone
else to start thinking about those
things too.
My New Year's resolution also
applies to fashion. Fashion isn't
necessarily about what's "in style"
at any given moment. It's about
being an individual. The resolution
of being a better steward of my
lifestyle is applicable to fashion in
that this year, I plan to move away
from "trendy" and towards my own
personal style. And having your
own style is something that never
goes out of vogue...

Resolved to be more involved?
Write for TimeOut!
(Plus, we're more fun than news!)
E-mail Adam and Michael at
timeout@thetigernews.com

CLEMSON

Live at Hart's Cove!
3 bedroom, 3 bath apartments. $375 per person
per month. NO ANNUAL CONTRACT, PAY
MONTH BY MONTH UNTIL SUMMER
SPECIAL OFFER. Many amenities! Pool
clubhouse, lake access, volleyball.
Brand new apartments. Gorgeous view!
Call 864-415-7282

?r >

Two 5-week

It's so much more than just a tour!

& Freneh Immersion
for Academic Credit

>£1
* ¥

Other Special
Programs
Consult: www.aup.edu
Contact: summcr^aup.Fr
Paris Office:
Tel.: 33 / 1
Fax: 33 / 1 -

i 62 ()7 2()
OH 34 32

U.S. Office:
Tel.: I 303 757-6333
lax:

THF

Then we need YOU!!!
Represent 17,000 students
AVatcH a football game from the President's Box
Influence someone's college decision

Summer in
Paris 2005
N^"~i|*

Does your blood run orange?
Do you like meeting people?

1 303 757-6444

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY of pARIS

CUGA
Clemson University Guide Association
Pick up your application
at the Visitors Center.
Due by February 1st I
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Beezer's pleases stomachs
free. Here is a man who believes in
his product, and wants his customers to as well.
Clemson may not be a bustling
The subs are very fairly priced
at $3.45 for the less meaty ones
metropolis, although compared to
my hometown of Chapin, it may as
and $4.45 for the bigger size. I
well be Atlanta, but it sure is home
had the Godfather (all the subs
have clever names for their meat
to a number of sandwich shops.
You might have thought that with
composure like most delis), which
is ham, salami, provolone
the edition of Firehouse
Subs,
Clemson
had
and veggies made with a
drizzle of vinaigrette and
reached its maximum
occupancy of these small
a slice of love.
restaurants.
The hoagie was better
than any sub I've ever
Alas, another competihad at Subway. The bread
tor has entered the ring
was fresh, soft and flaky,
by the name of Beezer's,
which are three adjectives
and it's on me to referee
never used to describe
this bout.
Subway bread. I also
First of all, I have only
ordered a cookie, and I
four words for you: Free
almost crapped my pants
Delivery until 3 a.m.
at first sight and again at
That is their credo for the
first bite.
weekdays, and on Friday
The owner said that
and Saturday, the delivery
he searched across the
extends until 4 a.m. This is
country for his meatballs
absolutely ridiculous.
and cookies, and while
Technically,
with
I haven't tried the meatno minimum order for
balls, if they are anywhere
delivery, I could call up
close to the caliber of the
Beezer's at 3:45 a.m. on
cookie, it will be the best
a Friday night during a
meatball you have ever
poker game and have
had.
them bring a jumbo pickle
With the free, late
for 75 cents to my apartdelivery, the delicious
ment.
cold sandwiches and the
Now, I'm not advocatgood prices, it is obviing calling Beezer's for
ous that the Beez aims
free delivery of a side
item, but I am saying that "On the fly": Beezer 's offers tasty subs that arrive quickly to please (my words, not
his). College students
you should think about and cost less than other Clemson alternatives.
now have a delivery
their sandwiches in the
Beezer's specializes in the cold choice besides pizza on those all
late night instead of immediately
sub, for which they have about 12 too late nights.
ordering out pizza.
While Jared and others are losing
All of this would be for naught if specific sandwiches. They have
Beezer's sandwiches sucked, but I four warm sandwiches, which are hundreds of pounds eating the stale
can assure you that such is not the very tasty, but if you prefer warm garbage of Subway, I will be sitting
subs, I would stick to Firehouse or on my couch, ordering delicious,
case.
fresh Beezer's sandwiches and
The first time I decided to try Quizno's.
Even the owner told my girlfriend feeling good about my purchases. I
Beezer's, I was a little bit wary. I
mean, is there any reason to stray that the warm chicken sub was not highly recommend it to anyone who
from Subway and Firehouse? In his favorite and if she didn't like it, likes tasty fresh food and is sick of
two words, Hell, yes! First of all, he would make her another one for Jared and his parachute pants.
BRANDON BIUNSKI

Staff Writer

for your sake and the sake of supporting small business, never eat at
Subway again.
There is no reason to now that
Beezer's is in town. Their subs are
a perfect 8.5 inches in size, which is
good for me because 6 inches is too
small, while 12 inches is usually a
daunting task.

BRANDON BILINSKI/STAFT PHOTOGRAPHER
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"GTA" meets high
seas in "Pirates!"
five tasks 30 times, the game grows
incredibly repetitive and dull.
Exacerbating this problem is the
SID MEIER'S PIRATES!
fact that the game's story simply
Atari
makes the player do these actions
Released: Out Now
again rather than allow any storyspecific mini-games or bosses. If
ADAM GRIFITHS
"GTA" were simply stealing cars
Staff Writer
and shooting bystanders, it would
"Pirates!" is a remake of the get old pretty fast; it's the variety
1987 PC game made by legendary of actions and items that keeps it
developer Sid Meier ("Civilization" compelling for days.
The ship battles in "Pirates!" are
series, "Colonization," "Alpha
Centauri"). The premise behind pretty well done; they manage to
"Pirates!" is simple and fun. You take into account different cannon
play a buccaneer running around shot types, wind speed/direction
the Caribbean gallivanting, pirating and crew sizes while still keeping
it very simple and arcade-style.
and romancing.
The game consists of six mini- Unfortunately, there can only be
games: finding treasure from a one ship fighting at a time, and the
map, ship battles, sword duels, a enemy AI usually resorts to either
turn-based battle game, a covert running or ramming your ship and
entry into town and a dance with initiating boarding, which quickly
the governor's daughter to get loses its luster.
Among all these negatives, there
information and special items.
The game does have a back- are positive things to be said about
story, albeit one that is never really "Pirates!" The visual design is
compelling: you're supposedly very appealing and the game cuts
seeking to save your family from down on the non-immersive screen
slavery and seek revenge against information elements to keep it
their captors. However, the game appealing. All the cues for fightconsistently fails to flesh out the ing and dancing are actually in the
story and there aren't any special game itself.
You can tell when to duck an
boss battles.
"Pirates!" is a great example of enemy captain's thrusts by his
where many copies of "Grand Theft animation, and while dancing with
Auto" fall short. It has the freedom the governor's daughter, she makes
of action that makes "GTA" a lot gestures to indicate which move
of fun, but it misses the variety of comes next. As a result, you will
actions available. Certainly, you be able to immerse yourself in the
can spend hours sailing around, atmosphere of action and daring
causing havoc, but there are essen- before boredom sets in.
All this is not meant to indicate
tially five mini-games that you
that it wasn't a fun game, but only
repeat endlessly.
Sail, get into a battle, board and for at least a few hours. If you were
fight the enemy captain, attack only to play "Pirates!" an hour or
a town, romance the governor's two a week, you might be able to
daughter and repeat. It may sound stretch it for a month or two, but
like a tremendous amount of vari- there just isn't enough gameplay to
ety, but onee you've done those ; justify the $50 pricejtag., JUUW

ATTENTION SENIORS!
Don't miss the Clemson University
Bookstore Grad Fair.

February 1st and 2nd
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. each day
Hendrix Student Center AAuIti Purpose Room on the 2nd floor
Talk with Reps from Herff Jones, Framing Success, Classic Photography Inc
and more...
Refreshments will be served.
Order your graduation announcements and cap and gown during the fair and
receive the Clemson Grad Card good for 20% off your next gift or clothing
purchase at the university bookstore
Sponsored by the Clemson University Bookstore
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Never Odd or Even: "Rwanda" story illuminates
freshman memories
inspire last semester
HOTEL RWANDA
MGM/United Artists
Released: Out Now

SHARON ERYL

Staff Writer
A simple trip to Waffle House
and a movie viewing may not sound
dangerous, but this seemingly typical outing led to my friends and me
fleeing a house in the back-woods
of Georgia whilst being chased by a
stranger wielding a golf club.
This event was the beginning of
my college career and the freshman
exploits that will forever remind
me of my adventures in Clemson.
Three years later, facing my final
semester, such adventures seem
lost to the innocence of dormitories, dining halls and intro-level
courses.
Sitting around one Sunday afternoon, recalling the "good old days,"
my friends and I decided to recapture the spirit of unpredictability
that once seemed so guaranteed.
Realizing that we had never eaten
at Mac's Drive-in, a sin against the
history of Clemson, our opportunity for adventure materialized.
We would collect our friends,
traverse into the unknown of
Pendleton and surely our desire for
adventure would be fulfilled (or, at
the very least, our hunger for some
tasty burgers).
Boy, howdy, we were on our
way! All very excited (my roommate even donned her special
French perfume), we climbed into
the car and began our journey.
But alas, I forget my southern
heritage. A black cat who seemed to
be a regular greeted us with a cold
stare and screamed, "We're closed
on Sunday, you morons!"
Or rather, his yellow eyes
laughed at us as we discovered, to
our dismay, our adventure would be
postponed.
Much weeping ensued, and I
worried that perhaps my ability
to attract unknown random fun is
forever lost to my pre-legal-drinking-status days. Unwilling to accept
this dismal sentence, I decided to
give it another go.
A smaller group of friends
returned to the scene on Monday,
and our friend the black cat seemed
a little less menacing sitting by the
front door.

We pulled up our barstools and
ordered what seemed the proper
fare at this "greasy spoon:" barbeque, hot dogs and a cheeseburger.
The gentleman who took our order
was very soft-spoken, matter-offact and, to my delight, in absolutely no hurry to fill our drinks.
He embodied none of the speed
or annoyance of the modern foodand-beverage industry, but our food
still came in minutes. I felt like
there should be trumpets blaring
and cameras flashing for this event
we had been planning for so long;
but lacking that, we dug in.
The faces of former Clemson
athletes stare at us from under their
afros, daring us to take advantage
of our remaining days as undergrads. As I dip my French fries into
my milkshake, to the horror of my
companions, I realize that while
time and hair styles will inevitably
pass, the spirit of adventure lingers
in Clemson, S.C.
I owe it to those Tigers who came
before (but especially to myself) to
relive old traditions and create new
ones.
This is my last chance to be
irresponsible, legitimately not get
a job and get my wisdom teeth out
while still on my parents' dental
insurance. More importantly, it is
my last chance to be a Clemson
student and enjoy all the perks and
unique experiences that come with
being a Tiger.
I'm not referring to going Greek
or tailgating or drinking beer
upside-down in mid-air while an
apartment full of hammered undergrads screams various letters and
numbers at me. No, I refer to the
myriad of secrets and opportunities
scattered about the Clemson campus and surrounding area.
I realized, sitting on that barstool,
that my dreams of being locked in
the library and swimming across
the reflection pond can still be realized. We stand at the doorstep of a
new semester, and with this being
my last, anything is possible.
I challenge you all to find adventures and create unique memories.
I, for one, will do my best; and
believe you me, I'll eagerly report
my exploits as inspiration.

CLEMSON
U N 1 V E R S

T Y

MAY COMMENCEMENT
TWO SEPARATE CEREMONIES
The University will hold two
Commencement ceremonies, each lasting
approximately two hours.
August and December graduations will
continue to be single ceremonies.
On May 13, 2005, the ceremonies will be
scheduled as follows:
COMMENCEMENT SCHEDULE
FOR MAY 13, 2005
9:30 a.m.
College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences
College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities
College of Engineering and Science
Staff
2:30 p.m.
College of Business and Behavioral Science
College of Health, Education and Human
Development
Library
Staff

JUSTIN MEISSNER

News Layout Editor
Clemson, being a small town,
is not the kind of place where we
get to see the latest niche or small
budget films. Because of this fact
many will miss out on a great film:
"Hotel Rwanda."
"Rwanda" was released Dec.
22 in New York City, Chicago
and Los Angeles. The movie
tells the story of the attempted
genocide of the Tutsi people by
the Hutus in Rwanda in 1994 and
features a powerful performance
by Don Cheadle, playing Paul
Rusesabagina, the real life Hutu
hero who saved hundreds from
death. Rusesabagina consulted
with the making of the film and
this is evident in the movie's realism; the viewer really gets a sense
of the threat the people under the

protection of the Hotel Des Milles
Collines were facing. The events
depicted are certainly shocking
but even more troubling is how
the world stood idly by. United
Nations Peacekeepers are shown
in the film to be all but useless in
stopping the killing.
The film brings to light horrific events that many may not be
aware. Some will leave the movie
feeling educated rather than entertained. Everyone is aware of the
Holocaust, but few know of this
conflict where almost a million
Rwandans were brutally murdered. The film will draw many
comparisons to "Schindler's List,"
and rightfully so; the 1993 film
won an Oscar for Best Picture and
"Rwanda" seems to be on its way
to awards of its own.
Despite telling the story of horrific events, "Rwanda" garnered a
PG-13 rating under the direction of
Terry George. He avoids much of
the gratuitous violence that is ever
present in many of today's releases.
The film also evokes many emotions: anger over the lack of world
response, respect for the risk that

Rusesabagina takes in protecting
refugees and sadness for the sheer
loss of life.
Cheadle leads a strong cast
that includes Joaquin Phoenix,
Nick Nolte and Sophie Okonedo.
Phoenix portrays a western journalist trying to convey the events to the
rest of the world through the news;
it is only a small part, but delivered
with soft strength. Some may write
the movie off with the appearance
of Nolte, but he does a respectable
job of portraying the helplessness
felt by Colonel Oliver, one of
the UN Peacekeepers. Okonedo
delivers a strong performance as
Rusesabagina's wife and also as a
member of the Tutsi tribe.
The Holocaust is an event in
history that everyone is aware of
and hopefully, as this movie gains
momentum, people will come to
realize that the events in Rwanda
must also be recognized. All in all,
over a million people were killed
in the events in 1994, and many are
not even aware they happened. If
this movie makes it to Clemson, be
sure to check it out in the theaters
or when it arrives on DVD.

Family matters: Don Cheadle has collected much critical acclaim for his performance in "Hotel Rwanda.

Be A Leader of SAA!!!

Student Alumni Council
Drop-In
January 24,2005 5-7 pm
Clemson Alumni Center Lobby
(Down the hill from Clemson House)

Business Casual
Student Alumni Council is the 35 member
leadership group for the Student Alumni
Association. Drop by and meet current
members and learn how to apply
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Kimmy Gibbler
"Full House"

Worf
"Star Trek"
Michael Dorn is best known as everyone's favorite
Klingon warrior with a heart of gold, Worf, but his career
neither started nor ended there. Dorn made his first movie
appearance in "Rocky" and then was a regular on "Chips."
His first "Star Trek" role was as Worf's grandfather in the
film "Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country."
After his tenure on "Star Trek: The Next Generation" and
"Deep Space Nine," Dorn split his time between the "Star
Trek movies and voice acting. He played himself or another
Klingon on several "Star Trek" games, from "Away Team"
to "Starfleet Academy" and also did voices for "Fallout 2"
and "Emperor: Battle for Done." Amazingly, the tough
Klingon does voice acting for cartoons; he was the voice of
I.M. Weasel on Cartoon Network's "Cow and Chicken" and
the Minotaur in "Hercules."
.
Micheal Dorn now spends the majority of his time flying
his jets, a F-86 Sabre he bought from the South African Air
Force and an old US T-33 training jet.

Steve Urkel
"Family Matters"
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Moe Joe's has mojo Garner electrifies moviegoers
BRANDON BILINSKI

Staff Writer
The Best of Clemson issue
of "The Tiger" can be cause for
quite an uproar among many readers who think that their favorite
something didn't get its due. One
such business is Moe Joe's coffee
shop, which is a great place for
coffee that was unfortunately beat
out by the Microsoft-esque empire
of Starbucks. Fans of Moe Joe's,
myself included, laud its quaint
atmosphere and delicious coffee
(and sandwiches, mind you). The
problem is that some jerk who
writes for "The Tiger" concocted
a ridiculous (yet well written) story
about Starbucks being the best.
Unfortunately, I was the ill-fated
author of that article, and this is my
self-imposed rebuttal.
The main statement I would
like to get across is, "Don't kill
the messenger." I love going to
Moe Joe's for my little dose of
caffeinated bean-extract heaven.
Comparing a cup of their coffee
to Starbuck's blend of the same is
like asking if someone would prefer a filet mignon of Kobe beef or
a McDonald's burger for the same
price. So you have better coffee for
the same price, which seems like
a point for Moe Joe's, but there
is more. All of Moe Joe's prices
round out to be even numbers for
coffee. None of this $3.87 crap that
Starbucks dishes out. So the coffee
is better for your wallet and your
taste buds, and that is just the start.
Atmosphere is key to a successful coffee shop, and I know everyone loves hanging out in Bi-Lo and
watching Fox News for hours, but
Moe Joe's may just be a little bit
better. The coffee shop is always
cozy and has a very neighborly
feel. There is free wireless service
(although don't hog it if you aren't
buying anything, space is limited).
Chess tables and comfy chairs

await the always satisfied coffee
drinker. You can always sit at the
bar, gaze out on the downtown area
and observe the people passing or
you can sit at the tables and strike
up a conversation with one of the
friendly staff. The music played
by the workers is usually very nice
and great to study or hang out to,
instead of Java City which has had
a Maroon 5 CD with a mind of its
own that refuses to ever leave the
CD player. Listen, I understand
that "This Love" will guarantee
that "She Will be Loved" on a
"Sunday Morning," but how about
I don't hear the same songs being
played in the library that infect the
airwaves already on every radio and
TV music station?
Finally, just be a sport and support your locally owned places.
Mr. Starbucks CEO won't be
crying tears of anguish if a few
coffee drinking Clemsonites start
paying the same amount to a different company for a better coffee.
Not only will Moe Joe's and the
Anderson coffee distributor both
be happy, but the head honchos at
Starbucks won't even take a break
from swimming in their life-size,
diamond-plated, coffee mug pools
filled with 100 dollar bills to think
twice about losing a few customers. The insanely wealthy will still
remain disgustingly rich, yet Moe
Joe's will be personally appreciative.
Forget what all of Clemson
(and, unfortunately, I) said about
Starbucks. I was so young and
naive a month ago, and frankly, I
had a lot of growing up to do. If
Moe Joe's has a line next time I
go to get some coffee, I will be
simultaneously excited and pissed
off, because, I mean, who likes
lines anyways? After the coffee hits
my belly though, all the anger will
recede like Dick Cheney's hairline,
and all will be right in the world of
caffeine and Clemson.

COOL DEALS
Clemson University Ski Program
at Winterplace Ski Resort
We are pleased to announce the establishment of a special
Clemson University Ski Program which is being made available
by Winterplace Ski Resort, near Beckley, West Virginia.
Students, faculty and staff wishing to take advantage of this
special ski program must present their Clemson University ID
card when purchasing lift tickets or renting ski equipment.

SPECIAL PRICES ARE:
WEEKDAYS (Monday through Friday, Non Holiday)
All Day
Twilight
Open to 10 pm
3 pm to 10 pm
Lift Ticket
$27.95
$25.95
Rental Equipment*
$24.95
$21.95

WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAY PERIODS
All Day
Night
Open to 10 pm
5 pm to 10 pm
Lift Ticket
$46.95
$29.95
Rental Equipment*
$24.95
$20.95
"Rental Equipment includes skis, boots, and poles. Deposit Required.
Ride the Largest Snowtubing Park in West Virginia
•16 lanes and 5 Lifts
Special Add-On Snowtubing Ticket
•ROn Rin Pat Ti ihoc
OUU Dig, rai I UDeS

(When

0NLY
^for 2 hours
purchased same day and time as lift ticket)

•Ride the newly expanded Terrain Park with awesome
new jumps, rails and features for every rider and skier.
'Highest snowmaking capacity in the Southeast.
•Holiday periods: Dec 20-Jan.1; Jan.15-17, & Feb. 19-21,2005
■Open 8am on weekends & holidays. 9 am on weekdays.
LODGING & INFO.
800-607-7669

rp

SNOWPHONE
800-258-3127

WestViitfnfa

SKI fff RESORT

Winterplace is located just 2 minutes off 1-77, Exit 28, at Flat Top/Ghent, West Virginia.

Visit us on the web at: winterplace.com

ELEKTRA
Twentieth Century Fox
Released: Out Now
AMANDA GURGANUS

Staff Writer

nated? Who are the villains and
why do they want to get involved?
However, the saving grace of
this film is the action/fight scenes.
Garner once again shows her agile,
yet aggressive character agility onscreen in multiple exhilarating fight
scenes.
One aspect about Elektra is the
fact that she is unable to be coldblooded all the time. There are
times when her insecurities and
inquiry get the better of her just like
any other person. It is refreshing
to be shown it is alright to not be
alright. The actors did an extremely
good job in portraying villains and
the reluctant hero. One truly began
to move along with the characters
and experience their feelings in any
given situation.
Overall, the film leaves much to
be desired; It is however worth the
time to watch, especially, if you are
a member of half of the population
that would go simply to see the sexy
Jennifer Garner in a tight red leather
outfit that is her character's assassin
trademark.

Following the recent thrill of
comic book characters, Elektra is
wrapped up in a tangle of contradictions. She is a kick-butt killer
who is haunted by her controlled
childhood; a brief romance that is
doomed because of the harsh society which surrounds her; and a
bond with a young girl who closely parallels her own background
that somehow evolves to manifest a severe case of Obsessive
Compulsive disorder.
The story ends with more questions than answers: Where is she
going? Why does she leave the
girl and her father? Is that the
end of the war between good and
evil? In that thought, did either
group win or lose anything in the
process?
These are questions that perhaps another could answer, but
not I. Although ultimately worth
seeing, more likely at the $1.50
theater downtown, I would suggest not going with high expectations, because otherwise, one will
be extremely disappointed.

"Elektra" has the potential to be a
really great movie. Jennifer Garner,
star of ABC's hot series "Alias,"
plays the extraordinary title role, a
girl with a rough past and a violent
present who finds herself able to
kill a little too easy.
Taking place after the events
of "Daredevil," but making little
mention of them, Elektra becomes
an assassin following her departure from a hospital because of the
near death experience as a warrior.
Although when hired to kill a father,
Mark Miller, and his 13-year-old
daughter, Abby, Elektra realizes she
still has a heart.
She is unable to kill the family in
cold blood since she befriends them
after they were exceptionally nice
to her. Instead of murdering them,
she ends up protecting the family
from further assassins. With aide
and guidance from a former mentor,
played by Terrence Stamp, Elektra
is able to come to terms with her
life along with the murder of her
mother when she was a child.
The plot is very underdeveloped,
causing a sense of discontent when
leaving the theater. The beginning
of the film is excellent and exciting. It begins with a motivating
legend that tells of a sought-after
individual that links the groups of
good and evil, which are entangled
in an ancient-long war.
There are surprises as the characters develop over the course of the
story, as well as exciting parallels
and twists.
The storyline has many faults,
though, including lingering questions like: Who are the people
behind the groups of good and evil? "I died once. It wasn't that bad.": Jennifer Garner gets ready for a smack
Why was Elektra's mom extermi- down with some evil villians in the sort-ofsequel to "Daredevil."

Attention students!
Parking Services has started free shuttle service between the Hendrix Center
and the Advanced Materials Research Lab (AMRL) at the Research Park.
Monday through Friday the van will make one trip per hour from the
Hendrix Student Center to AMRL at the Research Park and one trip back.
The van will leave the Hendrix Center at 7 a.m. to return to campus at
7:50 a.m. We will repeat this schedule each hour. The last shuttle will be at
6:30 p.m. from AMRL at the Research Park to arrive back to campus at
6:50 p.m.
Shuttle service will be available Monday-Friday from January 12, 2005
through June 30,2005.
Thanks,
Geary Robinson
Director of Parking Services
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"Dolls"
Catch27 website disgusts, entertains
hypnotize
BRITTON ALL

Staff Writer

$3
ADDICION, TRADDICION Y REVOLUCION
Voodoo Glow Skulls
Released: Out Now
JAY KYSER

Staff Writer
On my two hour drive home
Friday, I popped in the new Voodoo
Glow Skulls release "Addition,
Traddicion y Revolution." I was
slightly excited, because I had heard
the name a few times and hadn't
heard anything bad ... just that
they were some ska band that, well,
played ska. Other than that, I was
pretty much ignorant.
After a minute into the first song,
I thought something was wrong with
my CD player. It seemed to be skipping and repeating the same thing
over and over. The CD player was
fine... instead this CD proved to
be one of the most repetitive things
I've ever listened to in my entire
life. This was either some sort of
mumbled punk influenced ska, or
music used by cults to brainwash
people during initiation.
After I got home, I figured I had
nothing better to do at 5 a.m. and
decided to look up the band on
the internet. The description that I
found that most sticks out in my
mind is "Mexican ska punk," and I
couldn't have put it better myself. I
didn't manage to make the connection between the Spanish title and
random Spanish lyrics to figure out
that the members of the band are in
fact Hispanic.
To give a brief summary of what
I learned about the band's history:
the band was started by the three
Castillas brothers, a drummer and a
trombonist 16 years ago. The band
laid the framework for the California
ska. sound»found in -household namebands such as Sublime and No
Doubt.
The group's current line-up
includes a guitar, bass, sax, drums
and horns. The screaming horns
and sax make it obvious to any
uninformed listener that this is a
ska group. The band also has a
tradition of doing a cover song on
every album and showing that they
are quite proud of their ethnicity by
including miscellaneous Spanish
lyrics.
Apparently the Voodoo Glow
Skulls also have a tradition of scattering harsh political commentaries
on a variety of topics ranging from
war to racial injustice throughout
the album. I hardly see the point.
The hard driving muttered lyrics
are often impossible to understand,
and the fact that many of the words
are in another language doesn't help
either.
Don't get me wrong, the CD
does have its decent parts. You can
actually understand the lyrics every
once in awhile, especially in such
tracks as "Dee Don't Like Ska." In
this track the band lightheartedly
pokes fun at the musical taste of the
drummer's girlfriend.
I was surprised to find that the last
track is actually an enjoyable cover
of the Guns N' Roses song "Used
to Love Her." I admit the music,
although repetitive, is ridiculously
catchy. The track that I liked most
was number nine, "Flirting with
Disaster."
Although I was initially unimpressed, the CD did grow on me.
After listening to it a few more
times, I found myself liking it more
and more. I think the CD is worth
taking a listen to, and from what my
ska-loving friends have told me, the
Voodoo Glow Skulls put on an awesome show chock full of energy and
enthusiasm. Although I don't have
any interest in buying one of their
CDs, I would have no problem with
attending one of their shows.
So basically, take a listen. They
may not be my new favorite band,
but they couldn't have successfully
lasted for 16 years if they didn't
have a large fan base.

Forget everything your parents
taught you about friendship, loyalty
and trust. Cast aside all notions of
the Golden Rule and respecting
your neighbor. Clemson University
has been invited, instead, to
prune in an unethical pool of
young, attractive people willing
to trade not only their friends and
themselves but also their sexual
antics, personal quirks, and pride.
Welcome friends, to the ruthless,
selfish and hysterical world of
Catch27.com, where you can trade
your ugly friends away like tattered
baseball cards.
An edgy knock-off of websites
like Face Book and Friendster,
networks that may be entertaining
for a while but tend to lose their
thrill, Catch27 is "the hot new way
to waste time on the internet," as
titled by Director of Campus PR
for Catch27, Lindsay Johnson. In
place of finding friends and keeping in touch, it provides a new
twist by dealing your friends away
for more attractive ones.
Instead of providing a new
hobby for young adults, however,
it promotes confused morals and
desperation for entertainment,
although no one said there was
anything wrong with that. Johnson,
ironically a Stanford graduate,
hopes to "give the [Clemson] com-

munity a taste of the freedom to
trade their friends for better ones."
My, my, Tigers, what a lucky campus we are to be provided with such
a sickening opportunity.
There is some reputability hidden
in the background of this cesspool
of shame, though. The "dealer,"
E. Jean Carroll, is an esteemed
author of several books on dating,
is a journalist for Esquire and has
even been nominated for an Emmy
for her writing in "Saturday Night
Live."
She was also the co-founder
of GreatBoyfriends.com, where
women discuss past boyfriends
with one another, which apparently Oprah, with her staggering
credibility, has repeatedly commended. The founder, Chantelle
Farmer, fails to be so open about
her past, and displays beside her
informative, brief blip a picture of
a woman wrapped in white towels.
She's either really ashamed of what
she has created or she's got a weird
sense of humor.
Catch27 also shows no ambiguity in its intentions: this game is
purely for fun. The instruction page
begins with "Instructions suck ...
You know how it works. You play
this game every single day of your
life." Making it even more difficult to be sober about such a selfindulging game is your choice to
categorize yourself. These are not
categories like "popular" or "class

clown," but rather more articulate,
eloquent ones such as "sluts" and
"wiseasses." These folks cut no
corners in confrontation and mock
themselves almost as much as they
mock the other players.
Provided with your name,
address, biological information,
picture and the like, Catch27 provides a card all your own so that
you can endure the same last-kidpicked-for-kickball-teams
pain
that your fellow Catch participators will suffer. This, however, is
only rewarded after you agree to
a contract that begins with, "Pour
yourself a Courvoisier. Light up a
Macanudo." The bottom of every
page is equipped with the question
"99 problems?" and the solution
"contact us at ..." It is pieces like
this that make the game humorously worthy, despite its twisted
intentions. Granted, there seem
to be no shortage of players who
take it seriously, but the fact that
the web page sponsors themselves
understand how tasteless they are
is strangely heartwarming. Even
the block for phone numbers is forwarded by the warning that "it will
never be disclosed by [Catch27],
unless somebody pays us like $30
million." How could we take that
seriously, and perhaps even be
tempted to participate.
After you are set up, you can go
conquer others as crude as yourself
shamelessly armed with your finely

tuned and carefully crafted card.
As the Catch27 owners themselves
say, "This ain't Friendster. It's a
terminal humiliation not to do a
fine card on this site."
Then grab a "free" friend (obviously the people not hot enough
to be bartered for — what a confidence boost for them) and start
meeting people, either by chat
room, by wire tapping one of your
desired friend's owners or, most
likely in a heated moment of lust
and desperation, you can shed your
pride and wiretap all the owners.
Players must choose their friends
wisely, for your status in this great
game of rank and moral standing
is defined by how cool the other
people in your pack are. Ah, how
rewarding.
Adding to the corruption, there is
the option of ordering official Wax
Packs for under a dollar, a handy
slipcover reminiscent of Dungeons
and Dragons for you to keep all
your friends' cards in. Obviously,
this option is reserved only for
the criminally bored, unabashedly
stupid or just the kind of people
that would actually show off their
fake friends and how hot they are.
Again, the spiritual rewards here
are endless.
Yes, it's a complete waste of
time. But it's also really funny, and
time is never better wasted than trying to harass people as bizarre and
jaded as yourself, so why wait?

Spring 2005 - Schedule of Sports and Special Events
Sports/Special Events

Fee (if applicable) Registration Dates

5-on-5 Basketball *

$25.00

Jan.24-26

Jan. 31

11-on-11 Soccer*

$25.00

Jan.24-26

Jan.31

Racquetball Singles/Doubles

$5.00

Jan.24-26

Jan. 31

Softball *

$25.00

Mar. 7-9

Mar. 14

Ultimate Frisbee

$25.00

Mar. 7-9

Mar. 14

Tennis (Team Format)

$15.00

Mar. 7-9

Mar. 14

Dodgeball

$10.00

Mar. 7-9

Mar. 14

Kickball (One-Day Tournament)

NO FEE

Mar. 7-9

Mar. 12

Sand Volleyball (One-Day Tournament)

HOFEE

Apr. 11-14

Apr. 16

Plav Beains

* Officiated Sport

-Competitive Wages - ** N OW HIRING
- Fun Environment CLEMSON UNIVERSITY INTRAMURAL SPORTS IS NOW HIRING
BASKETBALL and SOCCER OFFICIALS
Interested individuals should contact the IM Sports office or attend an official's clinic.

Basketball Officials' Clinic
Tuesday, January 25th
4:30-6:30 PM
Fike Recreation Center Gyms

Soccer Official's Clinic
Wednesday, January 28h
4:30-6:30 PM
Fike Recreation Center Gyms

The Intramural Sports Office is located on the second floor of Fike Recreation Center
Room 203
Office Phone: 656-6200
SPORTSLINE: 656-2389
Find us on the veb at: http:fetuaff.clemson.edu/campusrec/imsports.hfrnl
Or email us at
lru1SPORTS-L@CLEMSQN.EDU
$

SPORTS
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Warcraft" delights gamers "Charlotte" fails
WORLD OF WITCHCRAFT
Vivendi Universal
Released: Out Now

ADAM GRIFITHS

Staff Writer
"World of Warcraft" is a multiplayer RPG based in the world
of the popular strategy series
"Warcraft." Drawing from the
well-established milieu of this fantasy universe, the game allows players to pick from eight races (Night
Elves, Dwarfs, Humans, Gnomes,
Ores, Trolls, Tauren and Undead)
and nine classes (Warrior, Paladin,
Hunter, Mage, Warlock, Druid,
Priest, Rogue and Shaman).
"World of Warcraft" is Blizzard's
first venture into the massively
multiplayer genre, so some were
worried about how they would
handle it. However, the multiplayer
online (MMO) genre is so riddled
with problems that a fresh approach
could certainly be positive, especially coming from a company with
a long history of great games.
First, "World of Warcraft" is a
big change from the usual MMO
fair: the time to advance levels has
changed from a week to a day; an
experienced gamer can get to level
ten in a weekend. This quickened
pace is a large result of the removal

of "the grind," a term referring to
the large periods of time MMO
players spend mindlessly killing
enemies. "Warcraft" instead has lots
of quests with quickly completed
objectives that gives advancing a
purpose. As a result, the amount
of investment represented by a
character is substantially reduced;
a person could now forseeably only
play a few hours a week and still

have a respectable character while a
hardcore gamer could have multiple
characters and would be much more
willing to abandon an old character
and start anew.
. Graphically, "World of Warcraft
"is midrange for most modern

SUMMER NURSE FELLOWSHIP
LEXINGTON MEDICAL CENTER
Lexington Medical Center is pleased to
invite rising Senior RN nursing students
to participate in our annual Summer
Nurse Fellowship beginning in May of
2005.
The 10 week, full time, paying program
is an opportunity to work with a
preceptor and rotate throughout LMC
while gaining valuable hands-on clinical
training.
Qualified applicants will have a 3.0 GPA
and will need instructor's reference
letters provided by LMC.
For more information and an application
packet, please contact:
Joel Watts, Nurse Recruiter, at
(803) 791-2530, jdwatts@lexhealth.org,
or apply on line at www.lexmed.com.

games, and one of the less complex
of the new generation of MMOs
("Everquest 2," "Guild Wars").
However, its art design is second
to none: the bright colors are easy
on the eyes, the cartoonish style is
well done and is a great break from
the usual dark style of games. Each
region of the world is distinctive
with its own landscape, vegetation
and environment; you can easily tell
where you are in the game by looking around. Furthermore, the design
of the cities is incredibly impressive. A player's first trip to Iron
Forge, the Dwarven underground
city, is breathtaking. This relatively
low visual complexity allows even
low-end computers to run it and a
lot of players to be on the screen at
the same time. It also accounts for
almost no loading; the only time
you'll see a load screen is when you
transit from over great distances at
once by means of a tram, zeppelin
or ship.
There are a few issues with
"Warcraft," though. The characters are still strongly imbalanced.
For example, paladins can take
monsters several levels higher
than they should be able to handle.
Warriors have difficulties handling
monsters right at their level, while
several deficiencies mean that they
are undervalued as party members
and often have problems finding
a group for questing. Furthermore
the community of "WoW" is one
of the worst ever seen among
online games. Perhaps because of
the quick gratification of leveling,
it seems to attract kids at a much
higher rate than normal, so immaturity reigns supreme. This is by no
means a hindrance to playing in a
group, but it often means you either
quest with the same friends over
and over or just play solo.
"WoW" is indeed a great step
forward in MMOs, and it is the first
MMO that is actually playable for
the vast majority of people. Its relative ease means it can be a hobby
rather than an obsession. While a
few flaws keep it from being the
perfect game, it is certainly the best
massively multiplayer role playing
game on the market — it's a mustbuy for MMO fans.

I AM CHARLOTTE SIMMONS
Tom Wolfe
Released: Out Now
GABRIELLE LAHATTE

Staff Writer
Highly toted as a shocking
examination of college life masked
under the guise of a work of fiction,
"I am Charlotte Simmons " is Tom
Wolfe's third novel that chronicles
the lives of four students at Dupont
University.
Wolfe, a prolific writer who
started his career as a journalist in
the '50s, has written several fiction
and nonfiction books, using his
social observations, criticism and
wit as the basis for his works.
After hearing some intriguing
tales about sex, drugs and political
correctness from college campuses,
he realized no one had written
about today's college life.
"I am Charlotte Simmons" follows the naive freshman Charlotte
as she navigates through her first
year at Dupont and learns about
life, love and fraternity parties.
Raised in the backwoods, Charlotte
arrives at the fabled university as
an unaffected girl, determined to
stay true to her roots and make her
momma proud.
As she quickly finds out, her
individuality and high morals have
no place at Dupont. The rest of the
novel is devoted to her moral and
academic demise and resurrection and her encounters with three
male students — Jojo Johanssen a
white basketball player who feels
threatened by a prima donna black
freshmen, Hoyt Thrope, a fraternity
brother with an inflated ego and
Adam Geller, the quintessential
nice guy frustrated by the school's
erroneous priorities.
After watching Jon Stewart's
interview with Tom Wolfe in
November, I was looking forward
to reading the novel, which supposedly captured the essence of college
today.
Unfortunately, his extensive
research was in vain, because "I
am Charlotte Simmons" does not

provide a refreshing views, but
rather is a novel brimming with
stereotypes and cliches.
Wolfe's first mistake was creating such an inexperienced character
whose every life experience became
their worst nightmare. People can
lead very sheltered lives, but the
likelihood of one person experiencing so many firsts such as
drinking, kissing, dating and sex
in one semester is ludicrous, especially considering Charlotte was a
dedicated student until fall break.
Wolfe's extremism makes the novel
seem more like a soap-opera than a
realistic view of college.
Throughout the novel, Wolfe
does not provide a unique perspective, only a more artfully packaged
hackneyed representation of life as
a young adult.
For example, his description
of fraternities and sororities only
reinforces the widely accepted idea
that they are full of snobs and too
concerned about the next party to
consider class work.
When Wolfe tries to tackle the
struggle of a white basketball player
in a black dominated sport, he does
succeed at showing the human side
of a student athlete. Jojo, a senior
whose starting position is on the
line, reveals the dilemma of being
an athlete.
His coach dismisses his academic aspirations because his major
concern is winning rather than the
well-being of his athletes. However,
Wolfe's generalizations about black
athletes using pot versus white athletes drinking are questionable.
The novel does contain interesting social observations, such as the
use of curse words as any part of
speech and roommates "sex-iling"
each other when company comes
over. Despite its witty interludes,
Wolfe's third novel falls short of
expectations.
He does not provide a realistic
perception of college life, but
instead gives an outlandish idea of
how students behave, giving those
who have graduated the wrong
impression of our nation's youth.
Yes, there are some unbelievable
stories that can only happen in college, but, unfortunately, they do not
occur on a day-to-day basis.
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